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ABSTRACT 

Surface microtopography affects a series of complex and dynamic hydrologic and 

environmental processes that are associated with both surface and subsurface systems, such as 

overland flow generation, infiltration, soil erosion, and sediment transport. Due to the influence 

of surface depressions, overland flow essentially features a series of progressive puddle-to-

puddle (P2P) filling, spilling, merging, and splitting processes; and hydrologic systems often 

exhibit threshold behaviors in hydrologic connectivity and the associated overland flow 

generation process. It is inherently difficult to realistically simulate the discontinuous overland 

flow on irregular topographic surfaces and quantify the spatio-temporal variations in dynamic 

behaviors of topography-dominated hydrologic systems. This dissertation research aims to 

develop a hydrologic model to simulate the discontinuous, dynamic P2P overland flow processes 

under the control of surface microtopography for various rainfall and soil conditions, and 

propose new approaches to quantify hydrologic connectivity. 

In the developed P2P overland flow model, the depressions of a topographic surface are 

explicitly incorporated into a well-delineated, cascaded P2P drainage system as individual 

objects to facilitate the simulation of their dynamic behaviors and interactions. Overland flow is 

simulated by using diffusion wave equations for a DEM-derived flow drainage network for each 

puddle-dominated area. In addition, a P2P hydrologic connectivity concept is proposed to 

characterize runoff generation processes and the related spatio-temporal dynamics. Two 

modified hydrologic connectivity indices, time-varying connectivity function and connectivity 

length of the connected areas and ponded areas, are proposed to quantitatively describe the 

intrinsic spatio-temporal variations in hydrologic connectivity associated with overland flow 
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generation. In addition, the effects of DEM resolution, surface topography, rainfall distribution, 

and surface slope on hydrologic connectivity are also evaluated in this dissertation research. 

The developed model can be applied to examine the spatio-temporally varying P2P 

dynamics for hydrologic systems. This model provides a means to investigate the effects of the 

spatial organization/heterogeneity of surface microtopography, rainfall, and soil on overland 

flow generation and infiltration processes. In addition, the two proposed hydrologic connectivity 

indices are able to bridge the gap between the structural and functional hydrologic connectivity 

and effectively reveal the variability and the threshold behaviors of overland flow generation.  
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

A hydrologic system often exhibits spatio-temporal dynamics and complexity due to 

spatially varying topographic characteristics, soil properties, climatic variables, vegetation, etc. 

In recent decades, the importance of surface topography on hydrologic processes, e.g., overland 

flow generation, has increasingly been emphasized (Dunne et al., 1991; Helming et al., 1998; 

Govers et al., 2000; Darboux and Huang, 2005; Thompson et al., 2010; Chu et al., 2013b). 

The spatial variability of surface topography influences overland flow generation (Martin 

et al., 2008; Chi et al., 2012), delays the initiation of surface runoff (Darboux and Huang, 2005), 

controls spatial-temporal variations of overland flow depth and velocity (Zhang and Cundy, 1989; 

Huang and Bradford, 1990; Mwendera and Feyen, 1992; Esteves et al., 2000), affects the flow 

drainage pattern (Govers et al., 2000; Chu, 2011; Yang et al., 2010; Chi et al., 2012; Chu et al., 

2013b), governs the dynamic behaviors of the depressions and hydrologic connectivity of 

topography-dominated overland flow systems (Darboux et al., 2001; Antoine et al., 2009; Chu et 

al., 2013b; Yang and Chu, 2012; Yang and Chu, 2013a; Yang and Chu, 2013b), and influences 

the infiltration (Mwendera and Feyen, 1992; Darboux et al., 2001; Darboux and Huang, 2005; 

Rossi and Ares, 2012) and water flow in the vadose zone (Sande and Chu, 2012; Liu et al., 2013). 

In addition to overland flow and infiltration, surface topography also affects soil erosion, 

sediment movement, and pollutant transport due to the change of local flow depth and velocity 

(Cogo et al., 1983; Tayfur et al., 1993; Hansen et al., 1999; Chu et al., 2013a). 

Depressions on topographic surfaces dominate localized and isolated areas with unique 

hydrologic properties and mass balance (Chu et al., 2013b). Water levels in depressions show 

dynamic fluctuation, e.g., rising and falling, due to gaining water or losing water associated with 

different hydrologic processes. Depressions may interact with each other when they are fully 
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filled with water, and they may spill water to their adjacent downstream depressions. 

Depressions may merge with others to form depressions with higher outflow thresholds; or they 

may split into embedded puddles as the water level falls. Gradually, more and more "localized 

areas" become connected, and such dynamic behaviors of depressions and the associated 

hydrologic connectivity result in a stepwise, intermittent changing pattern of outflow hydrograph 

(Hansen, 2000; Chu, 2011; Yang and Chu, 2012; Chu et al., 2013b; Yang and Chu, 2013b). 

Therefore, the variability and complexity of the hydrologic behaviors of these depressions (i.e., 

puddle filling, spilling, merging, and splitting processes) directly influence hydraulic dynamics 

and spatial variations of overland flow generation process. 

The above discussion raises some interesting research questions: How do the depressions 

on topographic surfaces affect the rainfall partitioning and influence the runoff generation? How 

do the depressions interact with other depressions when they are fully filled? How does the water 

stored in depressions change spatially? How to quantify depression-induced dynamic behaviors 

of the rainfall-runoff system? 

Limited knowledge of these research questions significantly hampers the understanding 

of the associated hydrologic processes. This study specifically focuses on the investigation of 

these research questions by developing a hydrologic model to simulate hydrologic processes 

associated with the topography-dominated rainfall-runoff system and proposing indices to 

quantify the spatio-temporal complexity and dynamics of the rainfall-runoff system. The 

following literature review focuses on current research conditions in the related research fields, 

research gaps and the limitations of current studies, and the essential originality and importance 

of this dissertation research. 
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1.1. Surface Microtopography-dominated Overland Flow Modeling 

In the past decades, a great amount of hydrologic and water quality models were 

developed for various purposes, e.g., overland flow, flood forecasting, and point source pollution 

control. Hydrologic modeling has become an effective and useful way to investigate the 

hydrologic processes. Considerable efforts have been devoted to develop the hydrologic models 

that account for the influences of topography surfaces (Tayfur et al., 1993; Beven, 1997; Wang 

and Hjelmfelt, 1998; Jain and Singh, 2005; Tatard et al., 2008; Frei et al., 2010; Antoine et al., 

2011; Chu et al., 2013). These hydrologic models can be primarily divided into two categories: 

empirical model and physically-based model. 

The first category is empirical hydrologic models, which incorporate the surface 

topographic characteristics into certain hydrologic parameters and apply empirical equations to 

generate a hydrograph. For instance, U.S. Soil Conservation Service infiltration model (SCS, 

1972) has been developed based on soil type, land cover, and basin topography to estimate water 

loss and compute hydrograph. Another typical example is TOPMODEL (Beven, 1997), which is 

a semi-distributed, quasi-physical model to investigate the effects of catchment heterogeneity 

and topography on the dynamic hydrological responses. In this model, a topographic index is 

utilized to represent propensity of a point in watershed by taking into account the slope and 

contributing area. Due to the intrinsic limitations, empirical models cannot realistically and 

physically simulate the hydrologic processes in hydrologic systems and be applied to investigate 

factors individually (e.g., surface depressions) that control the hydrologic processes, e.g., 

overland flow generation. 

In recent decades, the spatio-temporal dynamics of hydrologic processes are increasingly 

being discussed and spatial data acquisition devices also have been tremendously improved. The 
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modeling development gradually shifted the focus toward the second type of model: physically-

based, process-oriented hydrologic model. This type of model is based on physical laws and 

takes account of spatial distributed properties of hydrologic system, e.g., topography, soil, 

vegetation, and rainfall. Over the past several decades, a large amount of numerical models with 

varying complexity have been developed to simulate overland flow under various conditions. 

Although the advancement in numerical modeling of overland flow has been increasingly 

achieved, it is still a challenge to realistically simulate overland flow over irregular topographic 

surfaces. The most commonly used equations for overland flow routing are Saint-Venant 

equations and their approximation forms (e.g., diffusion wave and kinematic wave equations). 

However, applying these equations for realistic simulation of overland flow over irregular 

topographic surfaces may suffer from modeling instability and convergence problems, which can 

be primarily attributed to the highly non-linear nature of these equations and abrupt slopes 

caused by topographic variations (Woolhiser and Liggett, 1967; Smith, 1985; Gottardi and 

Venutelli, 1993; Tayfur et al., 1993). Tayfur et al. (1993) found that the numerical solution 

obtained from overland flow equations over irregular surfaces with significant slope became 

unstable and convergence could not be reached. In addition, the numerical models are 

computationally intensive and time consuming; Frei et al. (2010) and Antoine et al. (2011) 

reported that overland flow simulations over rough surface plots with relatively high DEM 

resolutions took a couple of months. 

Rainfall-runoff models usually route excess rainfall for a two-dimensional spatial domain 

or a delineated one-dimensional flow drainage network. Surface representation and related 

topographic flow characteristics (i.e., watersheds and flow drainage network) are mostly 

acquired from the digital elevation model (DEM). However, the existence of depressions on 
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topographic surfaces may cause disconnected drainage network and localized sub-watersheds in 

surface delineation results. To avoid this problem, a commonly used approach is to remove 

surface depressions to define watershed structures and fully connected drainage networks of 

topographic surfaces at the very first step of modeling or hydrologic analysis (Tayfur et al., 

1993; Garbrecht and Martz, 2000; Jain and Singh, 2005; Tatard et al., 2008). This approach had 

been applied to the majority of the hydrologic models as a standard procedure. Various 

algorithms have been proposed in the past three decades to detect and fill the depressions (Marks 

et al., 1984; Jenson and Domingue, 1988; Planchon and Darboux, 2001; Wang and Liu, 2006). 

The consequence of using this approach for hydrologic modeling is that the effects of depression 

on overland flow generation are neglected, and developed numerical models are incapable of 

specifically accounting for the depressions and their storage and simulating the dynamic 

behaviors of these depressions (e.g., Esteves et al., 2000; Fiedler and Ramirez, 2000; Tatard et al., 

2008). This results in inaccurate prediction of the hydrograph, spatio-temporal varying water 

depth distributions, and other hydrologic processes (e.g., infiltration and erosion). 

In the recent decade, efforts have been devoted to develop process-oriented conceptual 

models that specifically account for the dynamic depression filling-spilling processes in rainfall-

runoff processes (Darboux et al., 2001; Antoine et al., 2009; Appels et al., 2011; Chu et al., 

2013). Darboux et al. (2001) used a conditioned-walker method to simulate depression filling 

and examine runoff triggering for randomly-distributed water input without consideration of 

infiltration, and further analyzed flow-path connectivity. Antoine et al. (2009) also developed a 

filling algorithm similar to the one of Darboux et al. (2001) to account for the depression filling 

process and generate simplified hydrographs. Appels et al. (2011) coupled a ponding and 

redistribution model with the Philip’s infiltration model to simulate filling, merging, and 
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connecting of depressions over permeable soil surfaces, and further quantified the development 

of hydrologic connectivity. Shaw et al. (2012) recently developed a conceptual model, SPILL, 

for the fill-spill of prairie potholes to identify and quantify runoff contributing area for 

impervious surfaces and uniformly distributed water input. Chu et al. (2010) proposed a new 

surface delineation approach to characterize surface topography with a focus on delineating 

puddles, and the developed puddle delineation (PD) software has been applied to delineate 

puddles at different levels, determine their hierarchical relationships, and deal with special 

topographic conditions. Furthermore, a novel structure for modeling P2P dynamic processes has 

been proposed based on the PD software to realistically simulate puddle filling-spilling-merging-

splitting processes (Chu et al., 2013). 

Different from either the empirical models or physically-based models, this type of 

process-oriented conceptual models (Darboux et al., 2001; Antoine et al., 2009; Appels et al., 

2011; Shaw et al., 2012) center on analyzing the dynamic behaviors of depressions and 

investigating hydrologic connectivity by simulating dynamic depression filling, spilling, and 

merging processes. In addition, these models have some major assumptions or limitations such 

as: (1) instantaneous water transfer on land surfaces, and (2) hypothetical or steady uniformly-

distributed rainfall and no net water loss (i.e., no loss or rainfall is greater than infiltration and 

other losses). In reality, however, rainfall varies spatially and temporally, which alters the 

dynamic filling-spilling processes of individual puddles and their hierarchical relationships 

associated with puddle merging and connecting, and further affects the development of dynamic 

contributing areas and hydrologic connectivity (Chu et al., 2013). Most importantly, if water 

losses (e.g., infiltration and evaporation) are simulated and rainfall is smaller than the total loss, 

water levels in puddles may decrease. As a result, a higher-level merged puddle may split into a 
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number of lower-level puddles. However, none of the existing models simulate puddle splitting, 

one of the essential processes related to real P2P dynamics, or account for the realistic P2P 

dynamics under real complex rainfall and infiltration conditions (Chu et al., 2013). 

From the above discussion, it has become apparent that both physically-based numerical 

models and process-oriented conceptual models have their unique merits in the simulation of 

topography-dominated rainfall-runoff processes, however, they both suffer from various 

limitations or problems. This leads to an interesting question: is it possible to propose a new 

modeling structure/approach that combines the conceptual models with the traditional numerical 

models to overcome some of their limitations and extend the modeling capabilities in dynamic 

discontinuous overland flow processes over infiltrating surfaces? 

1.2. Surface Topography-dominated Hydrologic Connectivity 

In recent years, the importance of threshold behaviors in hydrologic, environmental, and 

ecological systems has been studied by many researchers (e.g., McDonnell, 2003; Lehmann et 

al., 2007; Zehe and Sivapalan, 2009). Leibowitz and Vining (2003) described the spilling process 

of prairie pothole wetlands and the associated biological effects. Dynamic storage in wetlands 

showed significant influences on stream runoff response, and hydrologically connected storages 

had a strong “hysteretic relationship” with stream flow (Spence, 2006; Spence et al., 2010). 

Spence et al. (2007) successfully applied a transfer function and storage threshold to predict the 

efficiency of runoff production. 

To reveal the variability and complexity of hydrologic systems, hydrologic connectivity 

has been frequently examined in the recent decade (e.g., Darboux et al., 2001; Brierley et al., 

2006; Bracken and Croke, 2007; Antoine et al., 2009). Hydrologic connectivity, as a unique 

hydrologic behavior or response of hydrologic systems, indicates spatio-temporal conveyance 
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passage to transfer water and the related mass over a land surface (Pringle et al., 2003; Bracken 

and Croke, 2007; Tetzlaff et al., 2007). 

The dynamic development of hydrologic connectivity serves as a driving mechanism to 

alter spatio-temporal variations of a series of hydrologic, geomorphologic, and environmental 

processes, such as overland flow trigging, infiltration, and solute transport processes. Therefore, 

it is of particular importance to examine the topography-affected hydrologic connectivity and the 

related dynamic overland generation process, which are the foundations of understanding other 

hydrologic processes. Lehmann et al. (2007) used a percolation theory to quantify the threshold 

processes and the relationship of rainfall input and outflow discharge. Runoff response of 

wetland basins increased with hydrologic connectivity of the stream network (Phillips et al., 

2011). Smith et al. (2010) emphasized the importance of analyzing antecedent moisture, 

temporal structure of rainfall conditions, and flow resistance to quantify the spatial and temporal 

variations in hydrologic connectivity. In addition, a series of studies have been conducted to 

investigate hydrologic connectivity of topographic surfaces and to characterize the dynamic 

behaviors of overland flow generation (Darboux et al., 2001; Antoine et al., 2009; Antoine et al., 

2011; Appels et al., 2011). These studies applied the conceptual models and hydrologic 

connectivity indicators (e.g., simplified hydrograph and relative surface connection function) to 

characterize the connectivity properties of topography-dominated hydrologic systems and 

describe their hydrologic behaviors. 

However, these two hydrologic connectivity indicators (i.e., simplified hydrograph and 

relative surface connection function) (Antoine et al., 2009; Antoine et al., 2011) may not 

necessarily account for the spatio-temporal variations in the generation and evolution processes 

of overland flow within a topography-dominated hydrologic system. Simplified hydrograph and 
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the relative surface connection function only represent the response of topographic surfaces that 

have been connected with and contributed water to the system outlets. It is thus in great need to 

propose new hydrologic connectivity indices and reveal the spatio-temporal changes in 

hydrologic connectivity affected by surface topography within hydrologic systems. 

As described earlier, tremendous progress in the development of distributed hydrologic 

models has been achieved in recent years, which largely relies on the advancement of acquisition 

methods for distributed data, e.g., surface DEM. Surface DEMs with high resolutions are 

becoming available, such as 30m, 10m, 3m, and even 1 m for a large variety of locations. A 

critical question faced by many hydrologists is: how does the DEM resolution or grid size affect 

the characterization of surface microtopographic properties (e.g., slope, curvature, etc), 

delineation of surface topographic features (e.g., depressions and channels), as well as 

hydrologic modeling results? 

A great number of studies have been conducted to examine the effects of DEM resolution 

on fundamental topographic parameters including slope, curvatures, and drainage length (Kuo et 

al., 1999; Molnár and Julien, 2000; Dutta and Herath, 2001; Thompson et al., 2001; Moglen and 

Hartman, 2001). Due to the importance of the surface depressions on hydrologic processes, 

research efforts were also devoted to quantify the influences of DEM resolution on depression 

geometric properties (maximum depression storage, maximum ponding area, mean puddle depth, 

and contributing area) (Huang and Bradford, 1990; Kamphorst et al., 2000; Abedini et al., 2006). 

These studies analyzed the relationships of the delineated depression properties and DEM 

resolution, a parameter associated with specific field or watershed scale. However, varied, even 

contrary conclusions have been obtained in these studies. In addition, little research has been 

done to investigate the DEM resolution effects on the quantification of the complexity and 
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dynamics of the hydrologic behaviors (e.g., hydrologic connectivity). Therefore, research is 

needed to systematically evaluate the DEM resolution effects on depression properties and 

associated hydrologic connectivity for the topography-dominated rainfall-runoff system. 

1.3. Dissertation Objectives 

This dissertation research focuses on improving the understanding of the dynamic and 

complex behaviors of topography-dominated rainfall-runoff system. Specific objectives of this 

study are: 

(1) to develop a physically-based, distributed model that is able to simulate 

microtopography-dominated overland flow and infiltration with the conjunction of 

threshold-controlled, dynamic puddle filling-merging-spilling-splitting processes 

under various topographic, soil, and rainfall conditions; 

(2) to improve the understanding of microtopography-controlled hydrologic connectivity 

and its relation to the dynamic overland flow generation processes; and 

(3) to investigate the DEM resolution effects on the hydrotopographic properties of 

depressions and intrinsic spatio-temporal variations in hydrologic connectivity 

associated with overland flow generation. 

1.4. Organization of the Dissertation 

This dissertation is structured as follows. It begins with a general introduction and the 

objectives of this dissertation research. The general introduction is then followed by Chapter 2 

through Chapter 4, which present the major findings of this dissertation research. Chapter 2 

presents a new modeling approach to improve the simulation of microtopography-dominated 

discontinuous overland flow processes over infiltrating surfaces, which is based on a paper under 

preparation. Chapter 3 focuses on the quantification of the spatio-temporal variations in 
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hydrologic connectivity of small-scale topographic surfaces under various rainfall conditions; it 

is based on a paper published in the Journal of Hydrology (Yang and Chu, 2013b). Chapter 4 is 

an investigation of the effects of DEM resolution on surface depression properties and 

hydrologic connectivity, which has been published in the Journal of Hydrologic Engineering 

(Yang and Chu, 2013a). The dissertation ends with a conclusion chapter, which summarizes the 

major findings from this dissertation research. 
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CHAPTER 2. A NEW MODELING APPROACH TO IMPROVE THE SIMULATION OF 

MICROTOPOGRAPHY-DOMINATED DISCONTINUOUS OVERLAND FLOW 

PROCESSES OVER INFILTRATING SURFACES 

2.1. Abstract 

Realistic modeling of discontinuous overland flow on irregular topographic surfaces has 

been proven to be a challenge. This study aims to develop a modeling approach to simulate the 

discontinuous puddle-to-puddle (P2P) overland flow dynamics for infiltrating surfaces with 

various microtopographic characteristics. In the P2P model, puddles were integrated in a well-

delineated, cascaded drainage system to facilitate explicit simulation of their dynamic behaviors 

and interactions. Overland flow and infiltration were respectively simulated by using the 

diffusion wave model and a modified Green-Ampt model for the DEM-derived flow drainage 

network that consisted of a series of puddle-based units. The new P2P model was tested by using 

a series of data from laboratory overland flow experiments for various microtopographic, soil, 

and rainfall conditions. The numerical simulation results highlighted the good performances of 

the new proposed model in examining the effects of varying spatial organization/heterogeneity in 

the factors that control overland flow generation and infiltration processes. 

2.2. Introduction 

The importance of surface microtopography in surface runoff, infiltration, and other 

hydrologic processes has been emphasized (Dunne et al., 1991; Hairsine et al., 1992; Helming et 

al., 1998; Govers et al., 2000; Darboux and Huang, 2005; Chu et al., 2010; Thompson et al., 

2010; Chu et al., 2013). The spatial variability of surface microtopography influences overland 

flow generation (Martin et al., 2008), delays the initiation of surface runoff (Darboux and Huang, 

2005), enhances the retention of runoff water (Abedini et al., 2006), controls spatial and temporal 
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variations of overland flow depth and velocity (Zhang and Cundy, 1989; Huang and Bradford, 

1990; Esteves et al., 2000; Fiedler and Ramirez, 2000), and influences the infiltration rate 

(Darboux et al., 2001; Köhne et al., 2009; Rossi and Ares, 2012) and unsaturated flow (Liu et al., 

2013). A series of modeling studies have demonstrated the importance of quantifying the actual 

surface topography and the related hydraulic effects in hydrologic models (Zhang and Cundy, 

1989; Tayfur et al., 1993; Esteves et al., 2000). Due to the existence of depressions on 

topographic surfaces, overland flow often features with discontinuous characteristic and 

threshold-controlled puddle filling and spilling behaviors (Chu et al., 2013). Such a topography-

dominated, threshold-driven overland flow process varies spatially and temporally and is referred 

to as puddle-to-puddle (P2P) dynamics (Chu et al., 2013). While the impacts of surface 

topography on runoff and infiltration processes have been well understood, limited effort has 

been made to quantitatively characterize such impacts (Helming et al., 1998; Govers et al., 2000; 

Darboux and Huang, 2005). 

In the recent decade, research efforts have been made to conceptually model the 

hydrologic role of surface microtopography and quantify hydrologic connectivity and the 

associated dynamic variability in contributing areas. Darboux et al. (2001) developed a 

conditional-walker method to simulate depression filling and water redistribution on rough 

surfaces, and further evaluate the influence of surface microtopography on discharge. Antoine et 

al. (2009) applied a model similar to the one developed by Darboux et al. (2001) and further 

proposed a functional connectivity indicator (relative surface connection function) that linked 

surface connection to the filling of surface depression storage. Shaw et al. (2012) developed a 

conceptual model SPILL for the fill-spill of depressions and applied it to quantify runoff 
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contributing areas of the wetlands in the Prairie Pothole Region with assumptions of impervious 

surfaces and uniformly-distributed water input.  

The aforementioned conceptual models did not take into account the spatio-temporally 

varying rainfall and infiltration processes. Instead, a steady and uniform rainfall distribution was 

assumed. In addition, instantaneous water transfer over a microtopographic surface was 

commonly assumed in such conceptual models (e.g., Darboux et al., 2001; Darboux et al., 2002; 

Antoine et al., 2009; Appels et al., 2011; Shaw et al., 2012), which may not be valid for large-

scale hydrologic system. To consider the runoff water transferring time and depression storage, 

Antoine et al. (2011) integrated the connectivity information of subgrids (relative surface 

connectivity function) into the hydrograph by implementing two corrective procedures, one of 

which involved use of the continuity equation. However, a uniform slope and a 1D sheet flow 

were assumed in their modeling. 

Various physically-based distributed models have been widely used to simulate overland 

flow processes. In such models, the Saint-Venant equations or the simplified forms (diffusion 

wave and kinematic wave equations) were numerically solved. However, these models are often 

limited to modeling of continuous overland flow. Particularly, they may suffer from modeling 

instability and convergence problems due to the high non-linear nature of the governing 

equations and abrupt slopes caused by topographic variations (Woolhiser and Liggett, 1967; 

Smith, 1985; Gottardi and Venutelli, 1993; Tayfur et al., 1993). To avoid the numerical 

oscillations, many hydrologic models relies smoothing DEMs and removing depressions (Tayfur 

et al., 1993; Jain and Singh, 2005; Tatard et al., 2008). In addition, numerical models are 

computationally intensive and time consuming. For instance, Antoine et al. (2011) found that the 

computation time of a diffusion wave model for a small plot (1 × 1 m2 and 2-mm DEM 
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resolution) was three orders of magnitude slower (100 days) than that of their simplified 

conceptual model (10 min). Importantly, those numerical models (e.g., Esteves et al., 2000; 

Fiedler and Ramirez, 2000; Tatard et al., 2008) do not explicitly account for surface depressions 

and their storage, and simulate the dynamic behaviors of the depressions. 

Therefore, both simplified conceptual models and physically-based distributed models 

have some critical limitations. This study aims to develop a new modeling approach that 

combines the capabilities of the conceptual models and the traditional numerical models to 

mitigate their limitations and improve the modeling applicability for complex topographic 

conditions. This is the first attempt to develop a physically-based distributed model that is able to 

simulate topography-dominated, discontinuous overland flow and infiltration in conjunction with 

the modeling of threshold-controlled, dynamic P2P filling-spilling-merging-splitting processes 

under various microtopographic, soil, and rainfall conditions. 

2.3. Development of the P2P Overland Flow Model 

Chu et al. (2013) developed a P2P modeling framework for simulating the 

microtopography-controlled P2P filling-spilling-merging-splitting overland flow dynamics and 

detailed the conceptual version of the P2P model. The P2P modeling included both cell-to-cell 

(C2C) and P2P flow routing for a set of puddle-based units (PBUs) in a well-delineated, 

cascaded drainage system. The P2P conceptual model focused on characterization of surface 

microtopography and modeling of the dynamic P2P filling, spilling, merging, and splitting 

processes, and accounted for unsteady, nonuniform rainfall and water losses (e.g., infiltration and 

evaporation). Instantaneous C2C and P2P water transfer was assumed in the conceptual model. 

This study is an extension of the modeling work of Chu et al. (2013). Based on the P2P 

conceptual model, this full version of the P2P model incorporates a quasi-3D numerical model, 
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which consists of a diffusion wave model for simulating overland flow and a modified Green-

Ampt model (Chu and Marino, 2005) for simulating infiltration and unsaturated flow. 

2.3.1. Overview of the P2P overland flow modeling framework  

The flowchart of the full version of the P2P overland flow model is shown in Fig. 2.1. 

The model input data include basic simulation parameters, surface DEM, soil hydraulic property 

parameters, meteorologic data, and puddle delineation results from the PD program (Chu et al. 

2010). In the P2P model, a series of nested loops are implemented for water routing, including 

time loop, basin loop, PBU loop, C2C loop, and P2P loop. 

A topographic surface may consist of a number of basins, depending on the surface 

microtopographic characteristics and the number of outlets at the boundaries of the surface. 

Within a time step, water routing is performed for all basins (Fig. 2.1). Overland flow in a basin 

is essentially controlled by a cascaded P2P drainage system (Fig. 2.2). This system consists of a 

series of PBUs due to the existence of surface depressions, which break the continuity and 

connectivity of the topographic surface (Fig. 2.2). The PBUs often have relatively independent 

hydrologic characteristics and exhibit strong spatial and temporal variability (Fig. 2.2). Based on 

the puddle delineation results from the PD program (Chu et al. 2010), the P2P model tracks the 

PBUs of each basin and detects their upstream-downstream relationships. PBU is a basic 

simulation unit within a basin routing loop (Fig. 2.1). A PBU further consists of a number of 

contributing cells (DEM grids) and a highest-level puddle, which may include a group of lower-

level embedded puddles (Chu et al., 2013) (Fig. 2.2). The threshold of the highest-level puddle 

connects this PBU to its downstream PBU (Fig. 2.2). Overland flow is routed for all PBUs by 

following their sequences in the well-delineated, cascaded P2P flow drainage system (Chu et al., 

2013) (Fig. 2.1). Two routing procedures (i.e., C2C and P2P) are implemented for all PBUs (Figs. 
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2.1 and 2.2) (Chu et al., 2013). The C2C water routing transfers water from upstream to 

downstream cells, eventually to the water-ponded cells (i.e., puddle cells), while the P2P water 

routing simulates the dynamic filling and depleting of puddles and their interactions (i.e., spilling, 

merging, and splitting) (Fig. 2.2). The simulation for a basin ends when flow routing is 

completed for all PBUs in the basin, and the modeling continues until all basins are simulated 

(Fig. 2.1). 

In the P2P model, the water sources of any overland cell include lateral inflow from its 

upstream cell(s) and rainfall input while the sink terms consist of lateral outflow to its 

downstream cell, infiltration, and evaporation (Fig. 2.2). Non-uniform and unsteady rainfall and 

evaporation are simulated in the P2P model by specifying a number of rainfall and evaporation 

zones. 
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Fig. 2.1. Flowchart of P2P overland flow model 
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Fig. 2.2. Topography-dominated overland flow dynamics, cell-to-cell (C2C) and puddle-to-

puddle (P2P) water routing procedures, and boundary conditions [note: P1 and P3 are higher-

level merged puddles (e.g., P3 includes P4 and P5); connected area (AC) corresponds to a non-

fully-filled puddle (e.g., P4 and AC4)] 

 

2.3.2. C2C overland flow routing 

The PBUs on a topographic surface may have varying sizes and irregular geometric 

shapes. To facilitate the flow routing on such irregular spatial domains, a DEM-based drainage 

network is identified for each PBU based on the D8 method (O'Callaghan and Mark, 1984) (Fig. 

2.3). The drainage network of a PBU is determined by tracking all contributing cells using their 

flow directions backward from the puddle center or outlet of the PBU. The sequence of the cells 

in the derived flow drainage network essentially records the contributing relationships from one 

cell to another cell, or from multiple cells to one cell (Fig. 2.3). By taking advantage of these 

contributing relationships of cells in the flow drainage network, the C2C overland flow routing is 

conducted by simulating water movement from the most upstream cells to water-covered cells in 

the puddle(s) of the PBU (Fig. 2.3). Note that the water-ponded puddle cells are excluded in the 

C2C routing, and that the C2C simulation domain may change with the rising/falling in the 
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ponded water levels of the puddles as more/fewer cells covered by water (Fig. 2.3). The P2P 

routing initiates for a PBU after the C2C routing is completed (Fig. 2.1). 

 
Fig. 2.3. Spatial discretization of D8 flow drainage network of a puddle-based unit (PBU) 

Studies have demonstrated that the diffusion wave model is sufficiently accurate for 

modeling overland flow and adequate for a variety of practical applications (Woolhiser and 

Liggett, 1967; Morris and Woolhiser, 1980; Gonwa and Kavvas, 1986; Zhang and Cundy, 1989; 

Tayfur et al., 1993; Wang and Hjelmfelt, 1998; Jain and Singh, 2005). In the P2P model, a 1D 

diffusion wave model is used for C2C overland flow modeling for a time-varying spatial domain 

of each PBU. The continuity and momentum equations of the 1D diffusion wave overland flow 

model can be respectively expressed as: 
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where h = water depth [L]; x = distance along the flow direction [L]; a = channel width [L]; t = 

time [T]; Q(x,t) = flow rate [L3/T]; qs,in (x, t) = recharge rate of source terms [L/T]; qs,out (x, t) = 

discharge rate of sink terms [L/T]; S0 = surface slope; and Sf = friction slope. The Manning's 

equation is applied to calculate flow velocity and account for flow resistance. 

Rainfall is the only water source in the P2P model while the sink terms include 

infiltration and evaporation of the ponded water. In addition, the cells that directly connect to the 

thresholds of an upstream puddle (or PBU) may also receive spilled water when the upstream 

puddle is fully filled (Fig. 2.2).Thus, the recharge or discharge rates from source and sink terms 

are respectively given by: 

),(),(),(, txhsptxrtxq ins   (2.3) 

and 

),(),(),(, txftxetxq outs 
 

(2.4) 

where r = rainfall intensity [L/T]; e = evaporation rate [L/T]; f = infiltration rate [L/T]; and hsp = 

flow rate of spilled water from the upstream puddle or PBU [L/T]. 

Fig. 2.4 shows the discretization of the temporal and spatial simulation domains. h 

represents the water depth at the end of each time step; and the source and sink terms (i.e., qs,in 

and qs,out) are constant within a time step (Fig. 2.4a). Fig. 2.4b displays the discretization of the 

spatial domain for the one-dimensional channel. Cells in Fig. 2.4b represents DEM grids, each 

cell has a center, at which it is assumed that the water depth and other state variables are constant 

across the entire cell. 

The MacCormack method (MacCormack, 1969) is used to solve the diffusion wave 

equations [Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2)]. Specifically, the predictor procedure is implemented to calculate 

the predicted water depth )1,( kih by using the forward finite difference approximations for  
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Fig. 2.4. Time and spatial discretization of the simulation domains 

both time and space. Following the MacCormack method, the predictor finite difference form of 

Eq. (2.1) can be expressed as: 
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where △x = cell size [L]; k = time step; i = cell number; and )
2

1
,(, kiq ins  and )

2

1
,(, kiq outs = 

recharge and discharge (inflow and outflow) rates of source and sink terms for cell i at time 

k+1/2, respectively. Solving Eq. (2.5) yields the predicted water depth )1,( kih : 
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Q(x,t) is calculated by using the Manning's equation: 
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where n(x) = Manning’s roughness coefficient. The friction slope Sf is calculated using the 

momentum equation: 
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Q(i,k) and Q(i+1,k) in Eq. (2.6) are given by incorporating the backward finite difference 

form of the momentum equation [Eq. (2.2)] into Eq. (2.7): 
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(2.10) 

where △L= distance between the centers of two cells [L], which is equal to △x if flow is along x 

or y direction or x2  if flow is along a diagonal direction (Fig. 2.3); Qup-in(i,k) = upstream 

inflow of cell i at time step k [L3/T]; and Qout(i,k) = outflow of cell i at time step k [L3/T]. 

Substituting Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) into Eq. (2.6) gives:  
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(2.11) 

According to the DEM-based D8 flow drainage network, cell i may receive water from a 

number of upstream cells (Fig. 2.3). The total inflow of cell i, Qin(i, k), can be calculated as the 

summation of the outflow Qout from its upstream contributing cells as follows:  
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where nncci = number of upstream cells that contribute water to cell i. Thus, based on the D8 

flow drainage network, Eq. (2.11) can be further expressed as:  
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For the corrector procedure, backward finite difference method is implemented for both 

time and space. As shown below, the time increment used in the corrector procedure is Δt/2. 
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in which )
4

3
,(, kiq ins  and )

4

3
,(, kiq outs  are the source and sink terms at time point k +3/4, 

respectively. )1,( kiQ  and )1,1(  kiQ  are calculated by incorporating forward finite difference 

approximation of the momentum equation [Eq. (2.2)]. 
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Thus, Eq. (2.15) can be rewritten as: 
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(2.18) 

Similar to the predictor procedure, the total inflow of a cell can be calculated based on 

the D8 flow drainage network (Fig. 2.3):  
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Hence, the final expression for the water depth at time step k+1 for the corrector 

procedure is given by:  
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(2.21) 

The procedures to conduct the computation of each of the predictor and corrector 

numerical schemes can be detailed in the following three steps. Firstly, the outflow values for all 

contributing cells are calculated (i.e., Eqs.  2.10 and 2.16) following the order of their sequences 

outlined in the DEM-based drainage network. Secondly, the inflow values for all contributing 

cells are calculated by accounting for the outflow values (calculated in step 1) from their 

upstream contributing neighboring cells (Fig. 2.3) (i.e., Eqs. 2.12 and 2.19). Thirdly, the water 

depths of time step k+1 for predictor and corrector steps are calculated (i.e., Eqs. 2.13 and 2.21). 

2.3.2.1. Initial condition 

In the C2C modeling, all contributing cells in PBUs are assumed to be dry initially:  

cct xtxh  0),( 0  (2.22) 

For a base point i at time 0: 

cciih  0)0,(  (2.23) 

where Ωcc = contributing cells (i.e., spatial domain for the diffusion wave routing) (Figs. 2.2 and 

2.5). 

The water depth h at time step 1 can be calculated using the initial water depth values 

(i.e., time step 0). The predictor approximation of the water depth at time step 1 can be derived 

using Eq. (2.13) by substituting time steps from k, k+1 for 0, and 1, respectively: 
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Since the water depth h at time step 0 is equal to zero for all contributing cells, Q(i+1,0) 

and Q(i,0) are equal to zero. Therefore, the above equation can be rewritten as follows:  
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Fig. 2.5. Initial ponding condition of a puddle-based unit (PBU) for t = 0 (note: at t = 0, puddle p 

is not fully filled (e.g., with maximum depression storage) 
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Based on Eq. (2.21), the corrector approximation of the water depth at time step 1 can be 

derived as follows: 
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(2.26) 

2.3.2.2. Boundary conditions 

Three types of boundary conditions are considered in the P2P overland flow model to 

handle the interactions between the C2C modeling domain and the outside surroundings, 

including the water-covered puddle cells. These boundary conditions include: (1) no flow 

boundary for the most upstream cells of PBUs (Figs. 2.2 and 2.6), (2) constant head boundary for 

the C2C routing cells that directly connected to the water-ponded puddle cells  (Figs. 2.2 and 

2.6), and (3) zero-depth gradient boundary for the outlet cells (Figs. 2.2). 
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Fig. 2.6. Flow drainage network, contributing cells, water ponded cells, no flow boundary, and 

constant head boundary of a puddle-based unit (PBU) 

 

(1) No flow boundary 

The most upstream boundary cells of the drainage network of a PBU have a closed boundary 

(Figs. 2.2 and 2.6). The inflow of the boundary cells from the outside surrounding is zero:  

NFBxtxQ  0),(  (2.27) 

where ΩNFB = no flow boundary domain (Fig. 2.6). Eq. (2.27) implies that a boundary cell N 

receives zero flow from its upstream outside cell M (i.e., outflow of dummy cell M) at time step 

k: 

NFBout MkMQ  0),(  (2.28) 

The predictor approximation of the water depth for the cell N (Fig. 2.6) can be calculated 

using water depth at the time step k based on the Eq. (2.13), which can be expressed as: 
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in which, Qin(N,k)
 
is calculated as:
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where nnccN= the number of neighboring boundary cells that contribute water to the boundary 

cell N.  Following the Eq. (2.21), the water depth h for the corrector procedure at time step k for 

the cell N can be expressed as: 
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(2.31) 

(2) Constant head boundary 

The constant head boundary is applied to transfer water between the C2C contributing 

cells and the water-ponded puddle cells (Fig. 2.6). A constant head boundary cell (cell N) is 

linked to its downstream puddle cell (cell N+1). The water elevation of the puddle cell (N+1) is 

equal to the uniform water level of its corresponding puddle, which is assumed constant within a 

time step.   

),(),()(),( tpxtpzhpxztxh CHB  (2.32) 

),(1),()1(),1( kpNkpzhpNzkNh CHB  (2.33) 

where zhp(t) = water elevation of puddle p at time t [L]; z(x) = elevation at x [L]; ΩCHB(p, k) = 

constant head boundary domain at time step k for puddle p; h(N+1,k) = water depth of cell N+1 

at time step k [L]; and ΩCHB(p,k) = constant head boundary domain at time step k for puddle p. 

Note that the water level of a puddle or its water-ponded cells is assumed constant within one 

time step in the C2C water routing procedure, but it may change over time due to the dynamic 

P2P process.   

The water depth of the predictor step for a cell N (e.g., N1 Fig. 2.6) that directly links to 

the water ponded cell N+1 can be calculated as: 
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in which, Qout(N,k) can be calculated as: 
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Similarly, the water depth for the corrector procedure for the cell N can be calculated as: 
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(2.36) 

The outflow discharge Q’out(N,k+1) from the cell N to the constant head boundary cell 

N+1 of puddle p at time k+1 (Fig. 2.6) can be calculated as the average of the outflow of the cell 

N from the predictor and corrector steps: 
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 (2.37) 

Cell N+1 may receive inflow from several its neighboring C2C routing cells (i.e., N1 and 

N2, Fig. 2.6) based on the D8 flow drainage network. The total inflow from the neighboring 

contributing cells N to the cell N+1, Q’in(N+1,k+1) can be calculated as the summation of the 

outflow discharges of upstream neighboring C2C routing cells.  
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where nnccN+1 = the number of the upstream neighboring C2C routing cells N that contribute 

water to the constant head boundary cell N+1. 

Thus, the total inflow of the puddle p, )1,(  kpQin , from its constant head boundary 

cells can be calculated as: 
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where nchbp = the number of cells in the constant head boundary domain ΩCHB(p,k) of the puddle 

p. The calculated inflow discharge to the puddle p is used for the simulation of the P2P routing 

procedure. Note that the water level of a puddle or its water-ponded cells is assumed constant 

within one time step in the C2C water routing procedure, but it may change over time due to the 

dynamic P2P process.   

(3) Zero-depth gradient boundary 

The outflow boundaries (a set of outlet cells delineated by the PD program) are located at 

the most downstream ends of the entire drainage network. The zero-depth gradient boundary is 

applied to these outlet cells: 

ZDGBx
x

h





0  (2.40) 

ZDGBNkNhkNh  ),(),1(  (2.41) 

where ΩZDGB = zero-depth gradient boundary domain; N = outlet boundary cell; and N+1 

= outside dummy cell (Fig. 2.7).  

Based on the Eq. (2.13), the water depth for the predictor step of an outlet boundary cell 

N (Fig. 2.7) can be calculated as: 
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Fig. 2.7. Zero-depth gradient boundary condition 
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Similarly, the corrector procedure water depth for the cell N can be calculated based on 

the Eq. (2.21): 
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(2.43) 

The outflow discharge Q’out(N,k+1) from the cell N (Fig. 2.7) at time k+1 can be 

calculated as the average of the outflow discharge from the cell N of the predictor and corrector 

steps: 
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 (2.44) 

The total outflow )1(  kQout  from a surface can be calculated as the summation of 

outflow discharges from all outflow boundary cells: 
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where nczg = the number of outlet cells.  

The aforementioned finite difference numerical scheme for solving the diffusion wave 

equations is stable if the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy criterion is satisfied (Huang and Song, 1985; 

Jain and Singh, 2005).  
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where g=acceleration due to gravity [L/T2]. 

2.3.3. P2P overland flow routing 

The P2P water routing links to the C2C modeling through the constant head boundaries 

and involves simulation of the puddle filling, spilling, merging, and splitting processes after 

water routing from contributing cells to the water-covered puddle cells of a PBU (Figs. 2.1 and 
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2.2). A PBU may include one first-level puddle (e.g., puddle P6 in PBU2, Fig. 2.2) or a group of 

embedded puddles at multiple levels (e.g., puddles P1-P5 in PBU1, Fig. 2.2). The P2P water 

routing consists of two major steps: (1) creating/updating a puddle routing list and (2) conducting 

the P2P water routing for each puddle in the puddle routing list. 

The dynamic P2P routing for a time step may not involve all puddles of a PBU. In the 

P2P model, the puddle routing list for a time step is utilized to regulate the puddles that are 

“active” in the P2P processes. Whether or not a puddle is involved in the P2P routing at a time 

step depends on its filling condition and the relationships with its neighboring puddles. For 

instance, if a PBU has a single-level puddle (e.g., puddle P6 in PBU2, Fig. 2.2), this puddle is 

added to the puddle routing list. For a group of multi-level puddles, whether or not the highest-

level puddle (e.g., puddle P1, Fig. 2.2) and its embedded puddles (e.g., puddles P2-P5 of PBU1, 

Fig. 2.2) are included in the puddle routing list depends on their filling status indicated by a 

puddle ponding index. Three puddle ponding index values (0, 1, and 100) are used to represent 

the unfilled (e.g., puddle P1, Fig. 2.2), partially-filled (e.g., puddle P2, Fig. 2.2), and fully-filled 

conditions (e.g., puddle P6, Fig. 2.2), respectively. The P2P routing involves a sequence of 

puddle filling, spilling, merging, and splitting for all puddles on the puddle routing list. The 

puddle routing list is a dynamic one, which is updated by adding or removing puddles to/from 

the list after completing water routing due to any of the spilling, merging, and splitting processes 

for a puddle (Fig. 2.1). 

The P2P routing for a puddle on the puddle routing list depends on the amount of 

available water in this puddle and the relationships with its neighboring puddles. First, the total 

volume of water available to fill the puddle (Fig. 2.1) is calculated based on: (1) the water 

ponded in the puddle at the beginning of current time step, (2) the water loss or gain from the 
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source and sink terms, and (3) inflow from the upstream contributing cells simulated by the C2C 

water routing.  Based on this calculated total water volume and the stage-area-volume 

relationship of the puddle, P2P modeling is performed for the following three conditions (Fig. 

2.1): 

Condition 1: If the total available water volume of the puddle being routed is greater than 

zero and smaller than its maximum depression storage, a puddle filling process occurs (Fig. 2.1, 

puddle P2 in Fig. 2.2). Based on the stage-area-volume relationship of the puddle, the inundation 

area and the corresponding water-ponded puddle cells are identified and the level of ponded 

water of this puddle and the associated cells is determined. It is assumed that all water-ponded 

puddle cells have a uniform water level (e.g., puddle P2 in Fig. 2.2).  

Condition 2: Due to infiltration and evaporation of the ponded water, an individual 

puddle can be dry. In this case, a higher-level puddle that consists of a number of lower-level 

embedded puddles will split into its lower-level puddles (puddle splitting process) if the net 

volume of available water is negative (Fig. 2.1). In the P2P model, the ponding index of this 

higher-level puddle shifts to 0 (i.e., unfilled condition). The lower-level embedded puddles are 

added to the puddle routing list, and corresponding changes also are made to their ponding index 

values. For example, due to water losses, a splitting process is trigged for puddle P3 (Fig. 2.2), 

forming two lower-level embedded puddles P4 and P5 (Fig. 2.2). The puddle splitting process 

occurs only when the water level of a merged puddle drops below the threshold of its embedded 

puddles (e.g., the threshold point A of puddles P4 and P5 in Fig. 2.2).  

Condition 3: If the volume of water available for the puddle being routed is greater than 

its maximum depression storage, three cases that may involve both spilling and merging 

processes occur (Fig. 2.1): (1) if the puddle being routed is a single level puddle or a puddle at 
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the highest level, the excess water spills through its threshold(s) to the downstream cell(s) (Fig. 

2.1) (e.g., puddle P6 in Fig. 2.2); (2) if the puddle being routed (e.g., puddle P4 in Fig. 2.2) 

shares a common threshold with another puddle that is not fully filled (e.g., P5, Fig. 2.2), the 

excess water spills to that puddle; and (3) if the puddle being routed shares a common threshold 

with another puddle that is already fully filled, the two puddles merge and form a higher-level 

puddle. This merged puddle is then added to the puddle routing list and its ponding index is 

changed accordingly.  

After each puddle in the puddle routing list completes its water routing, the puddle 

routing list is updated until all puddles in the list are routed (Fig. 2.1). Within one time step, the 

water level in a puddle may rise or drop dramatically, and the water routing process generally 

involves puddles at different levels. If the highest level puddle in a PBU reaches the fully-filled 

condition (e.g., P1, Fig. 2.2), the excess water spills to its downstream PBU (PBU2, Fig. 2.2), 

and then water routing for next PBU initiates (Fig. 2.1). Following the cascaded overland flow 

drainage pattern, such a modeling procedure is performed for all PBUs. The simulation for a 

basin ends when all of the PBUs in the basin complete their flow routing (Fig. 2.1). Then, the 

modeling continues for next basin until all basins complete their P2P water routing (Fig. 2.1). 

The total discharge from the entire surface is calculated as the summation of the discharges from 

all basins. 

A surface may have some special topographic features (e.g., flats and multi-threshold 

puddles). In addition to water routing for regular puddles, special schemes also are developed 

and incorporated in the P2P model to cope with the water routing for these special topographic 

features. In the case of a multi-threshold puddle, the filling process is similar to that for regular 

puddles. However, after this puddle is fully-filled, the excess water is evenly distributed to all the 
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thresholds of the puddle and spills to their downstream cells or puddles. A flat is treated as a “flat 

puddle” that is able to transfer runoff water, but has zero depression storage (i.e., it cannot store 

any water) (Chu et al. 2013). The P2P model provides modeling details on the dynamic C2C and 

P2P processes, puddle filling status, ponded water distributions, discharges at basin outlets, and 

mass balance analyses for all time steps. 

2.3.4. Modified Green-Ampt equations for infiltration and unsaturated flow simulation 

Infiltration and unsaturated flow are simulated for all cells in a PBU by using the 

modified Green-Ampt model (Chu and Marino, 2005) (Fig. 2.1). The modified Green-Ampt 

model incorporated in the P2P model simulates infiltration into layered soils of arbitrary initial 

soil moisture distributions and rainfall excess under complex rainfall patterns. Two distinct 

periods, pre-ponding and post-ponding, are taken into account in the infiltration modeling. The 

model tracks the movement of wetting front along each soil profile, checks the ponding status, 

and handles the shift between ponding and non-ponding conditions. In addition, the model 

simulates soil water drainage and redistribution for dry time periods between rainfall events (Chu 

and Marino, 2006). 

2.3.5. Modeling of time-varying hydrologically-connected areas 

Depressions break the connectivity of a topographic surface and generate a number of 

hydrologically localized areas, which are referred to as “connected areas” (ACs) (Fig. 2.2). At 

the initial stage of the rainfall-runoff process, all cells within an AC drain runoff water to the 

corresponding puddle (e.g., AC2 in Fig. 2.2). After the puddle is fully filled, it spills the excess 

water to its downstream cell(s) or puddle(s), which develops the connection between the two 

ACs, inducing expansion or evolution of ACs. Any hydrologic connection of an AC to the outlet 

of the surface may result in a stepwise increase in the outlet discharge. Note that an AC is 
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different from a PBU in two aspects: (1) PBUs are a series of “static” topographic domains 

serving as basic units in the P2P overland flow routing, while ACs are time-varying contributing 

areas associated with unfilled or partially-filled depressions and basin outlets; and (2) PBUs 

include a highest-level puddle and probably a set of embedded puddles (e.g., puddles P1-P5 for 

PBU1 in Fig. 2.2), while each AC relates to one unfilled or partially-filled puddle regardless of 

the level of the puddle. 

In the P2P model, identification of initial ACs (t = 0) starts from the basin outlet(s) and 

the centers of all first-level puddles based on the flow directions determined by the PD program 

(Chu et al., 2010). These DEM-determined ACs may change over time, depending on the surface 

topographic characteristics and water sources and sinks of the system. For any time steps, such 

time-varying ACs are determined starting from the basin outlets and unfilled or partially-filled 

puddles by adding: (1) their contributing cells and (2) any upstream ACs that are fully filled and 

have connected to the AC being identified. These time-varying ACs are utilized to analyze 

hydrologic connectivity and the related threshold behaviors.  

2.3.6. Testing of the P2P overland flow model 

The conceptual version of the P2P model has been tested using experimental data for 

imperious surfaces to demonstrate its capability in simulating the P2P dynamics (Chu et al., 

2013) and quantifying the related hydrologic conductivity (Yang and Chu, 2013). In this study, 

the P2P model was compared against the analytical solution to a kinematic wave overland flow 

model (Woolhiser, 1975) for a smooth hillslope surface. The area of the smooth hillslope surface 

was 60.0 × 30.0 m2 and its slope was 5.0%. A steady and uniform rainfall with an intensity of 

7.62 cm/hr and a duration of 30 min was applied in the modeling.  
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Few existing studies combined overland flow experiments with modeling of the P2P 

overland flow dynamics for infiltrating soil surfaces of various depressions. In this study, three 

laboratory overland flow experiments were used to verify the capability of the P2P model in 

simulating the dynamic P2P filling-spilling-merging-splitting processes for microtopography-

influenced, infiltrating soil surfaces under various rainfall conditions (Bogart, 2014). Table 2.1 

shows the basic information on the three laboratory overland flow experiments. Experiments 1 

and 2 were conducted using two soil surfaces with distinct microtopographic characteristics 

(rough and smooth, Figs. 2.8a and 2.8b) under the same soil and initial moisture conditions. 

Similar unsteady rainfall events with the same duration (Table 2.1) were applied for these two 

experiments. A much larger soil surface (Fig. 2.8c), different soil type and initial soil moisture 

content, and a steady rainfall event (Table 2.1) were applied for Experiment 3.  

Table 2.1. Descriptions of three laboratory overland flow experiments 

 

Surfaces S1-S3 were scanned by using an instantaneous-profile laser scanner and their 

high-resolution DEMs were acquired. A four-head Norton-style rainfall simulator was utilized to 

generate rainfall for the three experiments. The data collected from the experiments included: 

outlet discharges, wetting front depths, and a set of critical times (e.g., ponding time, and puddle 

Experiment Surface 
Surface 

Size (m2) 

Duration 

(min) 
Rainfall Intensity (cm/hr) 

Initial Water 

Content 

Soil 

Type 

1 S1 1.0×0.6 92 

Unsteady nonuniform: 

5.90 (25 min) - 1.15 

(42.5 min) - 3.56 (16.5 

min) - 5.90 (8 min) 

0.213 silty clay 

2 S2 1.0×0.6 92 

Unsteady nonuniform: 

6.00 (25 min) -1.17 (42.5 

min) - 3.52 (16.5 min) - 

6.00 (8 min) 

0.213 silty clay 

3 S3 3.0×1.2 80 
Steady nonuniform: 3.23 

(60 min) 
0.145 

silty clay 

loam 
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spilling and merging times). The experiments continued until the outlet discharge approached to 

a steady state. P2P modeling was then performed by using the same experimental data (e.g., 

DEMs, soil properties, and meteorologic data). The simulation results were then compared with 

the observed data from the experiments.  

 
Fig. 2.8. DEMs of twelve topographic surfaces used for P2P overland flow modeling 

(a) S1 (b) S2 (c) S3 

(d) S4 (e) S5 (f) S6 

(g) RR1 

 

(h) RR2 

 

(i) RR3 

 

(j) RR4 

 

(k) RR5 

 

(l) RR6 
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2.3.7. Analyses of overland flow dynamics and infiltration for various microtopographic and 

rainfall conditions 

To better understand the combined effects of surface microtopography and rainfall 

characteristics on the dynamic P2P overland flow processes under the influence of infiltration, 

the P2P model was applied to nine selected surfaces that had different microtopographic 

characteristics and various rainfall conditions were simulated. The surfaces included: (1) two 

field plots (S4 and S5) with an area of 3.5 × 6.0 m2 and an overall slope of 2.5% (Figs. 2.8d and 

2.8e); (2) a smooth hillslope surface (S6, Fig. 2.8f), which had the same area and slope as those 

of surfaces S4 and S5; and (3) six random roughness surfaces (RR1 - RR6) with an area of 0.6 × 

2.0 m2 (Figs. 2.8g and 2.8l). The random roughness values for the six RR surfaces increased 

from 0.34 cm for RR1 to 1.5 cm for RR6. Surfaces S4-S5 and RR1-RR6 were scanned by using 

the instantaneous-profile laser scanner to obtain their high-resolution DEMs. The statistical 

descriptions of the six random roughness surfaces were detailed by Chu et al. (2012) and Chi et 

al. (2012). 

In the P2P modeling, a steady uniform rainfall event with an intensity of 2.2 cm/hr (Rain 

1, Fig. 2.9) was firstly applied to surfaces S4-S6 and RR1-RR6 to examine the effects of surface 

microtopography on the P2P overland flow processes. Then, three unsteady rainfall events (Rain 

2-4, Fig. 2.9) were applied to surfaces S4-S6 to discuss the influences of temporal variability in 

rainfall on the P2P dynamics (Table 2.2). Note that the three unsteady rainfall events (Rain 2-4) 

had the same cumulative rainfall as that of the steady rainfall event (Rain 1). Clay loam soil with 

an initial moisture content of 0.32 was used in these simulations (Table 2.2). The Manning’s 

roughness coefficient n values were 0.025 for surfaces S4-S6 and 0.030 for surfaces RR1-RR6. 

The rainfall duration was 60 min for all the simulations (Table 2.2).  
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Fig. 2.9. Four rainfall events used for P2P overland flow modeling (Rain 1: steady rain with an 

intensity of 2.2 cm/hr; Rain 2-4: unsteady rain with the same cumulative rain as Rain 1) 

 

Table 2.2. Modeling data for field surfaces S4-S6 and random roughness surfaces RR1-RR6 

under Rainfall 1-4 (Rain 1: steady rainfall with an intensity of 2.2 cm/hr; Rain 2-4: unsteady 

rainfall with the same cumulative rainfall as that of Rain 1) 

Surface Surface Area (m2) Duration (min) Rainfall Initial Water Content Soil Type 

S4-S6 6.0×3.5 
60 

Rain 1-4 
0.32 Clay loam 

RR1-RR6 2.0×0.6 Rain 1 

 

2.4. Results and Discussion 

2.4.1. P2P model vs. analytical kinematic wave model 

Fig. 2.10 shows the comparison of the hydrographs simulated by the analytical kinematic 

wave model (Woolhiser, 1975) and the P2P model for the impervious hillslope surface. Good 

agreement has been achieved. As shown in Fig. 2.10, both hydrographs display a significant 

increase initially (rising limb) and reach an equilibrium state with a constant discharge of 137.15 

m3/hr (equilibrium stage), which equals the rate of the rainfall input. As rainfall ceases at t = 30 

min, the discharge decreases dramatically and approaches to zero (falling limb). The comparison 

results indicate that the P2P model is able to accurately simulate overland flow for contributing 

cells (i.e., C2C water routing). Fig. 2.10 also shows the comparison of the hydrographs from the 
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P2P overland flow model for impervious and infiltrating surfaces. Due to the infiltration process, 

a delayed initiation of surface runoff (rising limb), a lower steady outlet discharge, and a steeper 

falling limb can be observed. 

 
Fig. 2.10. Comparisons of the hydrographs simulated by the P2P overland flow model and an 

analytical kinematic wave model for both impervious and infiltrating conditions 

 

2.4.2. P2P modeling vs. laboratory overland flow experiments 

Fig. 2.11 shows the comparison between the observed and simulated hydrographs for 

experiments 1-3 (Table 2.1). To evaluate the goodness of fit, the Nash–Sutcliffe modeling 

efficiency coefficient (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) was calculated for each pair of the observed and 

simulated data. The modeling efficiency values were 0.95, 0.89, and 0.99 for experiments 1-3, 

respectively. Four stages can be identified for the hydrographs of surfaces S1 and S2 (Figs. 2.11a 

and 2.11b) corresponding to the changes in rainfall intensity. Initially (stage 1), there was no 

ponded water on the surfaces, and all rainwater infiltrated into soil. Gradually, the rainfall 

intensity (5.90 cm/hr for S1) exceeded the infiltration capacity; and surface ponding occurred 

and outlet discharge initiated (Fig. 2.11a). The discharge dropped to zero due to the significant 

decrease in rainfall intensity (from 5.90 to 1.15 cm/hr for S1) (stage 2, Fig. 2.11a), and the 
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connections between puddles for surface S1 were broken as the water levels in puddles dropped 

below their thresholds due to infiltration. The hydrograph of experiment 1 started to rise again 

when the rainfall intensity changed to 3.56 cm/hr for S1 (stage 3, Fig. 2.11a). The discharge 

showed a remarkable stepwise increase when the rainfall intensity increased to 5.90 cm/hr for S1 

(stage 4, Fig. 2.11a). A similar changing pattern and the four stages can be observed for the 

hydrograph for experiment 2 (Fig. 2.11b). 

 
Fig. 2.11. Comparison of the observed and simulated hydrographs for surfaces S1-S3 

The comparisons of the hydrographs for surfaces S1 and S2 indicate that the smooth 

surface (S2, Fig. 2.8) for experiment 2 had a faster increase in hydrograph and yielded more 

surface runoff during the initial period of stages 1 and 3 (Figs. 2.11a and 2.11b). This also has 
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been observed in several previous laboratory and field experimental studies (e.g., Zobeck and 

Onstad, 1987; Moore and Singer, 1990; Hairsine and Rose, 1992; Gómez and Nearing, 2005). 

The difference in runoff generation for the smooth and rough surfaces diminished gradually with 

persistent rainfall (i.e., later period of stages 1 and 3, Fig. 2.11b), which was consistent with the 

findings from Moore and Singer (1990) and Gómez and Nearing (2005). The final observed and 

simulated discharges at stage 4 were significantly higher than those at stage 1 for both surfaces 

(S1 and S2, Figs. 2.11a and 2.11b) although two stages had the same rainfall intensity (5.90 

cm/hr). This can be attributed to the decrease in soil infiltrability at the later stage as more soil 

was fully saturated and wetting front moved to deeper soil. From Fig. 2.11b, it also can be 

observed that surface S1 had “steeper” increases in the hydrographs at stages 1 and 3 than 

surface S2 due to the threshold behaviors (spilling process) of several major puddles (Fig. 2.8a).  

The observed and simulated hydrographs for surface S3 exhibit a strong stepwise 

increasing pattern (Fig. 2.10c), which can be attributed to its unique microtopographic 

characteristics (e.g., distribution and organization of puddles and their geometric properties) (Fig. 

2.8c) and the threshold flow associated with the puddle filling-spilling-merging dynamics. When 

all puddles were fully filled, the entire surface contributed runoff water to the outlet through the 

well-connected drainage system, which led to a significant increase in the hydrograph (Fig. 

2.11c). These modeling details and the comparisons against the observed data demonstrate the 

ability of the P2P model to accurately simulate the timing and magnitude of the response of the 

system to various rainfall inputs and capture the microtopography-influenced P2P dynamics and 

overland flow generation processes. 

Fig. 2.12 shows the simulated and observed ponding, spilling, and re-spilling times (i.e., 

critical P2P times) for the major puddles on surfaces S1 and S3 during experiments 1 and 3. 
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These puddles showed dissimilar behaviors in the P2P processes due to a number of controlling 

factors. Basically, the simulated critical times match the observed ones for both experiments (Fig. 

2.12). The mass balance analyses for the three experiments and the corresponding simulations 

are summarized in Table 2.3. The average relative errors of the cumulative surface runoff (outlet 

discharge), cumulative infiltration, and depression storage for the three experiments were 3.85%, 

1.06%, and 0.00%, respectively (Table 2.3).  Infiltration was the dominant process, accounting 

for 76.87%, 74.89%, and 76.01% of the total rainfall input for experiments 1-3, respectively 

(based on the simulated values, Table 2.3). The mass balance analyses also confirmed that the 

smooth surface S2 generated more surface runoff (24.95% of the total rainfall) than the rough 

surface S1 (20.58% of the total rainfall). The difference between the simulated cumulative outlet 

discharges for surfaces S1 and S2 (1.40× 103 cm3) was much greater than the storage loss from 

surface S1 (i.e., 0.75 × 103 cm3), indicating that the rough surface S1 with depressions 

strengthened the infiltration process. The simulated runoff water retained on the contributing 

area was not significant for the three experiments (Table 2.3). The average simulated overland 

flow depths of the contributing cells by the end of the simulation period were 0.031, 0.070, and 

0.031 mm for surfaces S1-S3 (experiments 1-3), respectively; and the average ponded water 

depths in depressions for surfaces S1 and S3 were 7.82 and 13.05 mm, respectively. The 

simulated flow velocities were 2.26, 2.17, and 1.59 cm/s for surfaces S1-S3 (experiments 1-3), 

respectively. 

Experiments 1-3 and the associated modeling applications demonstrated the capability of 

the P2P model in simulating the P2P dynamics, outlet hydrographs, infiltration, and other 

hydrologic processes under the influence of surface microtopography for unsteady rainfall. The 

simulated critical times revealed the threshold behaviors of microtopography-controlled overland 
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Fig. 2.12. Comparison of the observed and simulated critical times (i.e., puddle ponding, spilling, 

and respilling times) for all major puddles of surfaces S1 and S3 

 

flow. These tests also highlighted the unique features of the P2P model: (1) it explicitly 

incorporated surface depressions and their contributing areas (PBUs) into the well-delineated, 

cascaded P2P drainage system; and (2) within each of the PBUs, it implemented two-domain 

modeling: C2C modeling for the contributing cells and P2P modeling for all puddle cells. Such 

unique features of the P2P model (1) facilitated the joint modeling of the P2P overland flow 

dynamics and the microtopography-dominated infiltration process; (2) reduced the simulation 

time since the number of iterations for each PBU within a time step was determined by a limited 

number of contributing cells; and (3) enhanced the numerical stability since the ponded cells in 

puddles were excluded in the C2C numerical modeling. It is the puddle cells that generally have 

much deeper ponded water and are subject to strong variations. The modeling for these cells is 

prone to numerical difficulties (e.g., stability and convergence problems).  
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Table 2.3. Mass balance analyses for experiments 1-3 and comparison with the simulations 

Experiment Mass Balance Terms 
Observed 

(×103 cm3) 

Simulated 

(×103 cm3) 

Relative Error 

(%) 

1 (S1) 

Cumulative rainfall 30.13 30.13 0.00 

Cumulative runoff 6.64 6.20 6.63 

Cumulative infiltration 22.73 23.16 1.89 

Depression storage 0.75 0.75 0.00 

Water on contributing area - 0.02 - 

2 (S2) 

Cumulative rainfall 30.46 30.46 0.00 

Cumulative runoff 7.78 7.60 2.31 

Cumulative infiltration 22.68 22.81 0.57 

Depression storage 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Water on contributing area - 0.04 - 

3 (S3) 

Cumulative rainfall 154.90 154.90 0.00 

Cumulative runoff 28.36 29.10 2.61 

Cumulative infiltration 118.58 117.74 0.71 

Depression storage 7.96 7.96 0.00 

Water on contributing area - 0.09 - 

 

2.4.3. Combined effects of rainfall and surface microtopography on rainfall partition and 

unsaturated flow 

Fig. 2.13 shows the spatial distributions of the simulated overland flow depths at t = 1.0 

hr for surfaces S4, S5, and RR4 under Rain 1. The simulated overland flow depths for surface S4 

exhibited a strong non-uniform distribution. Runoff water was mainly stored in the large 

depressions (Fig. 2.13a). Following the cascaded drainage system determined by surface 

microtopography, runoff water drained from upstream to downstream puddles (Fig. 2.13a). The 

delineation results for the field plot surface S5 (Fig. 2.8e) and the slopping surface S6 (Fig. 2.8f) 

indicated distinct cascaded P2P and C2C drainage systems. Surface S5 was featured with many 

well-connected small depressions, forming a series of micro-rills (Fig. 2.13b) while surface S6 
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was characterized by relatively uniform sheet flow along the surface slope. The simulated 

overland flow depths for surface RR4 had a scattered and random distribution (Fig. 2.13c). 

 
Fig. 2.13. Spatial distributions of the simulated flow depths (h) for surfaces S4, S5, and RR4 

Fig. 2.14 shows the simulated hydrographs for surfaces S4-S6 and RR1-RR6 under Rain 

1. Although surfaces S5 and S6 had distinct drainage patterns and water distributions of overland 

flow depths (Fig. 2.13b), their hydrographs were very similar. Their cumulative runoff values 

were 23.51% and 23.29% of the total rainfall input, respectively (Table 2.4). However, the rough 

field plot surface S4 generated much less surface runoff, 14.90% of the total rainfall due to its 

large depression storage (43.79 × 103 cm3, 9.48% of the total rainfall input, Table 2.4). The 

hydrographs of surfaces S5 and S6 (Figs. 2.8e and 2.8f) exhibited a smooth increasing pattern 

while the rough surface S4 (Fig. 2.8d) showed a strong stepwise increasing pattern because of 

the dynamic P2P processes and the associated threshold behaviors (Fig. 2.14a). The hydrographs 

of the six random roughness surfaces RR1-RR6 displayed variable increasing patterns (Fig. 

2.14b), which can be attributed to the differences in their microtopographic characteristics (e.g., 

sizes of soil aggregations and maximum depression storage). The changing patterns of the 
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simulated hydrographs for these nine surfaces (S4-S6 and RR1-RR6) confirmed that overland 

flow generation was strongly affected by the microtopography-dominated, threshold-controlled, 

dynamic expansion of the areas that connected and contributed runoff water to the outlet(s). 

 
Fig. 2.14. Simulated hydrographs for surfaces S4-S6 and RR1-RR6 under Rain 1 (steady uniform 

rainfall with an intensity of 2.2 cm/hr) 

 

Fig. 2.15 shows the relationships of random roughness with maximum depression storage 

and cumulative runoff for surfaces RR1-RR6. As expected, a rougher surface with a higher 

random roughness index had greater maximum depression storage, and consequently generated 

less surface runoff at the earlier stage (Fig. 2.14). The changing pattern of a hydrograph largely 

depended on puddles, their organizations or relationships, and their microtopographic properties 

(e.g., maximum depression storage). 
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Table 2.4. Summarized simulation results for surfaces S4-S6 and rain1-4* 

Surface Mass Balance Terms Rain 1 Rain 2 Rain 3 Rain 4 

S4 

Cumulative rainfall (×103 cm3) 462.00 462.00 462.00 462.00 

Depression storage (×103 cm3) 43.79 27.98 40.07 39.58 

Water on contributing area (×103 cm3) 0.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Cumulative infiltration (×103 cm3) 348.42 254.95 301.08 235.35 

Cumulative runoff (×103 cm3) 68.84 179.07 120.85 187.07 

Mean depth of wetting front (cm) 7.26 5.34 6.28 4.85 

Coefficient of variation of wetting front 

depths 
0.01 0.13 0.09 0.04 

S5 

Cumulative rainfall (×103 cm3) 462.00 462.00 462.00 462.00 

Depression storage (×103 cm3) 2.89 0.23 2.56 1.61 

Water on contributing area (×103 cm3) 2.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Cumulative infiltration (×103 cm3) 348.04 241.44 290.58 232.34 

Cumulative runoff (×103 cm3) 108.62 220.33 168.85 228.05 

Mean depth of wetting front (cm) 7.25 5.05 6.06 4.78 

Coefficient of variation of wetting front 

depths 
0.00 0.05 0.04 0.02 

S6 

Cumulative rainfall (×103 cm3) 462.00 462.00 462.00 462.00 

Depression storage (×103 cm3) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Water on contributing area (×103 cm3) 6.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Cumulative infiltration (×103 cm3) 348.05 240.48 291.53 233.58 

Cumulative runoff (×103 cm3) 107.58 221.52 170.47 228.42 

Mean depth of wetting front (cm) 7.25 5.00 6.00 4.75 

Coefficient of variation of wetting front 

depths 
0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 

Note: * Rain 1: steady rainfall with an intensity of 2.2 cm/hr; Rain 2-4: unsteady rainfall with the 

same cumulative rain as that of Rain 1. 

 

To examine the effects of unsteady rainfall on the P2P overland flow processes and 

unsaturated flow (e.g., wetting front movement), a series of simulations were conducted for 

surfaces S4-S6 (Fig. 2.8) by applying Rain 2-4 (Fig. 2.9). The simulated hydrographs are shown 
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Fig. 2.15. Relationships between the simulated cumulative runoff or maximum depression 

storage and random roughness (RR) for surfaces RR1-RR6 

 

in Fig. 2.16 and the simulation results are summarized in Table 2.4.  It can be observed from Fig. 

2.16 that the hydrographs of different surfaces were significantly affected by the temporal 

variations of rainfall although they had the same cumulative rainfall by t = 1.0 h (Table 2.4). The 

peaks of Rain 2-4 ranged from 12.13 to 13.39 cm/hr (Fig. 2.9). These unsteady rain events (Rain 

2-4) generated more surface runoff during the high rainfall intensity periods (Fig. 2.16) and 

yielded higher cumulative runoff than the steady rain event (Rain 1) (Table 2.4). The rainfall 

event with a peak occurring at the later stage (e.g., Rain 4) produced a higher peak flow rate (e.g., 

32,118 cm3/min for surface S5, Fig. 2.16), and resulted in greater cumulative runoff and smaller 

cumulative infiltration than the rain events with an earlier peak (e.g., Rain 2 and 3) (Table 2.4). 

This can be attributed to the combined influence of the higher rainfall intensity and the decreased 

soil infiltrability at the later stage.  

For the unsteady rainfall (Rain 2-4), surface microtopography also had clear influences 

on the simulated hydrographs. The rough field plot surface S4 had a delayed rising limb in the 

hydrograph, but reached a peak flow rate similar to that of surfaces S5 and S6 (Fig. 2.16). More 

importantly, surface S4 had a greater final mean depth of wetting front than surfaces S5 and S6 
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Fig. 2.16. Simulated hydrographs for field surfaces S4 - S6 for four rainfall events (Rain 1: 

steady rain with an intensity of 2.2 cm/hr; Rain 2-4: unsteady rain with the same cumulative 

rainfall as Rain 1) 

 

for Rain 2-4 (Table 2.4). The differences in the final mean wetting front depths of the rough and 

smooth field plot surfaces (i.e., surfaces S4 and S5) narrowed down as the peak of rain was 

delayed from Rain 3 to Rain 2 and Rain 4 (Table 2.4). In addition, as indicated by the coefficient 

of variation of wetting front depths (Table 2.4), the spatial variations in the wetting front depths 

decreased for the rain events with a later discharge peak for surfaces S4 and S5. 

The cumulative infiltration was affected by surface microtopography and rainfall 

characteristics. Surface depressions were critical to the rainfall partition process. Not only did 

they function as water storage, but also served as a persistent water source that enhanced 

infiltration. Surface microtopography also influenced unsaturated flow and controlled the spatial 

variations in wetting front depths. Thus, it can be concluded that the combined influence of 

rainfall characteristics and surface microtopography altered the rainfall partition, outlet peak 

flow, cumulative runoff, surface depression storage, cumulative infiltration, and the spatial 
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variations in wetting front. The findings from this study emphasized the importance of surface 

microtopography and rainfall features in the dynamic P2P overland flow, infiltration, and 

unsaturated flow processes.  

2.5. Conclusions 

It has been a challenge to physically simulate the spatially and temporally varied, 

discontinuous overland flow and infiltration under the influence of complex surface 

microtopography. The unique features of the developed P2P model include: (1) a unique two-

domain (C2C and P2P), hierarchical modeling structure, which improved the model performance 

in the simulation of overland flow under complex microtopographic conditions, (2) physically 

simulated overland flow routing for contributing cells in conjunction with the P2P dynamics 

modelling by accounting for the threshold behaviors and interactions of puddles (i.e., filling, 

spilling, merging, and splitting), and (3) simulated infiltration and unsaturated flow of a 

microtopography-dominated surface-subsurface system for spatially and temporally varied 

rainfall, heterogeneous soil, and arbitrary initial soil moisture and surface ponded water 

distributions. The applicability of the P2P model was verified by comparing with the 

experimental data. The model provided essential details on overland flow, infiltration, surface 

ponding, unsaturated flow, and the dynamic variability in hydrologic connectivity under various 

rainfall, microtopography, and soil conditions. 

The developed model can be applied to analyze depression storage/runoff/infiltration 

relationships and investigate the complexity of overland flow and infiltration processes. In 

addition, the developed model is also useful to examine the spatio--temporally varying P2P 

dynamics, which can be further applied for the characterization of threshold behaviors and 

analysis of hydrologic connectivity. 
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CHAPTER 3. QUANTIFICATION OF THE SPATIO-TEMPORAL VARIATIONS IN 

HYDROLOGIC CONNECTIVITY OF SMALL-SCALE TOPOGRAPHIC SURFACES 

3.1. Abstract 

Land surfaces are generally not smooth and show certain irregularity. Overland flow on 

such surfaces is essentially discontinuous and exhibits strong variability and complexity. 

Modeling of the spatio-temporal variability and heterogeneity of overland flow and the 

hydrotopographic effects has been proven to be a challenge. The objective of this study was to 

quantitatively describe the intrinsic spatio-temporal variations in hydrologic connectivity 

associated with overland flow generation. Firstly, a puddle-to-puddle (P2P) hydrologic 

connectivity concept was proposed to characterize runoff generation processes and the related 

spatio-temporal dynamics. Secondly, a laboratory overland flow experiment was conducted to 

characterize the dynamic puddle filling and spilling processes, hydrologic connectivity, and 

outlet discharge. Thirdly, a conceptual P2P model was applied to simulate the P2P overland flow 

dynamics, calculate flow discharge, and track the evolution of hydrologically connected areas. 

Particularly, two modified hydrologic connectivity indices, time-varying connectivity function 

and connectivity length, were proposed to characterize the properties and dynamic changes in 

hydrologic connectivity. Furthermore, the influences of surface topography, rainfall, and surface 

slope on hydrologic connectivity were evaluated. The proposed hydrologic connectivity indices 

effectively revealed the variability and the threshold behavior of overland flow generation. It was 

demonstrated that the dynamic P2P processes governed hydrologic connectivity, controlled 

surface runoff generation, and altered the flow drainage patterns. Temporal variations of rainfall 

intensity changed the occurrence timing of the P2P dynamics and evolution of connected areas, 

while spatial variations of rainfall intensity directly influenced the overall development of 
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hydrologic connectivity of a hydrologic system. Surface slope showed considerable influences 

on hydrologic connectivity. The results suggested that critical slope(s) could exist, at which a 

sharp change in flow drainage area and hydrologic connectivity occurred. 

3.2. Introduction 

Hydrologic connectivity has been studied in many disciplines in recent years (Darboux et 

al., 2001; Brierley et al., 2006; Bracken and Croke, 2007; Antoine et al., 2009). However, there 

is no widely accepted definition of hydrologic connectivity in the field of surface hydrology 

(Bracken and Croke, 2007; Antoine et al., 2009). Hydrologic connectivity has been used to 

represent the spatio-temporal conveyance passage to transfer water and the related mass over a 

land surface (Pringle et al., 2003; Bracken and Croke, 2007; Tetzlaff et al., 2007). Due to the 

irregularity of surface topography, surface depressions often break hydrologic connectivity of 

topographic elements, which leads to spatially varying and independent localized hydrologic 

units across the surface. During a rainfall event, depressions on the surface may be filled 

gradually, which results in dynamic formation/evolution of the areas that are hydrologically 

connected. The dynamic development of hydrologic connectivity serves as a driving mechanism 

to alter spatio-temporal variations of a series of hydrologic, geomorphologic, and environmental 

processes, such as overland flow trigging, infiltration, and solute transport processes. Therefore, 

it is of particular importance to examine the microtopography-affected hydrologic connectivity 

and the related dynamic overland runoff generation process. Several studies have been conducted 

to investigate hydrologic connectivity of topographic surfaces and to characterize the dynamic 

behaviors of overland flow generation (Darboux et al., 2001; Antoine et al., 2009; Antoine, 

2010; Antoine et al., 2011; Appels et al., 2011). 
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Indicators can be utilized to characterize the connectivity properties of a hydrologic 

system and describe the related hydrologic behaviors. Structural hydrologic connectivity has 

been used to describe hydrologic connectivity of topographic surfaces without considering 

dynamic hydrologic processes (Antoine et al., 2009; Lexartza-Artza and Wainwright, 2009). 

Antoine et al. (2009) compared six structural connectivity indicators including semivariogram, 

relative bivariate entropy, n-point rectilinear connectivity, connectivity function integral scale, 

Euler number, and percolation thresholds. They concluded that the first three indicators were not 

able to discriminate the spatial connectivity patterns. For the last three indicators, it was difficult 

to relate them to hydrologic behaviors. 

In contrast, functional hydrologic connectivity characterizes the system responses to 

dynamic inputs and the complex system structure (Bracken and Croke, 2007). Functional 

hydrologic connectivity is a function of structural hydrologic connectivity, and functional 

hydrologic connectivity in turn may change structural hydrologic connectivity through certain 

hydrologic and geomorphologic processes (e.g., soil erosion). Some models have been developed 

to quantify functional hydrologic connectivity (e.g., Darboux et al., 2001; Antoine et al., 2009; 

Appels et al., 2011) and different indicators have been proposed to describe the functional 

hydrologic connectivity properties of topographic surfaces. Simplified hydrograph is widely used 

to quantify the relationship between normalized discharge and cumulative rainfall (Darboux et 

al., 2001; Antoine et al., 2009; Antoine, 2010; Appels et al., 2011). Antoine et al. (2009) 

proposed a relative surface connection function that linked hydrologic connections to the 

depression storage filling. Based on the relative surface connection function, Antoine et al. 

(2011) further proposed two corrective procedures to account for the effects of both depression 

storage and surface detention dynamics and improve the hydrograph prediction. 
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Previous studies on functional hydrologic connectivity focused mainly on analyzing 

simplified outlet hydrographs (Darboux et al., 2001; Antoine et al., 2009; Antoine, 2010; 

Antoine et al., 2011; Appels et al., 2011) and relative surface connection function (Antoine et al., 

2009; Antoine, 2010; Antoine et al., 2011). Bracken and Croke (2007) emphasized the 

importance of combined structural and functional hydrologic connectivity studies and described 

the needs for new approaches and metrics to discover the intrinsic factors that controlled runoff 

generation, instead of solely examining hydrographs for functional hydrologic connectivity 

analysis. Darboux et al. (2002) also pointed out that hydrographs did not necessarily account for 

the spatio-temporal variations in the generation and evolution processes of overland flow within 

a surface. Simplified hydrograph and the relative surface connection function represent the 

response of the surface areas that have connected and contributed runoff water to the outlet(s) of 

the drainage system, even for small spatial and temporal scales. Few efforts have been made to 

reveal the spatio-temporal changes in hydrologic connectivity affected by surface 

microtopography within an overland flow system. Different from the previous work, this study 

intends to quantify such spatial and temporal variations in hydrologic connectivity and seek the 

linkage that bridges the gaps between structural and functional hydrologic connectivity 

properties. In addition, rainfall, as one of the major system inputs, influences hydrologic 

connectivity and the related hydrologic and geomorphologic processes. However, to the best of 

our knowledge, little research has been conducted to evaluate the rainfall effects on hydrologic 

connectivity. Therefore, the objectives of this study are: (1) to improve the understanding of 

microtopography-controlled hydrologic connectivity and its relation to the dynamic overland 

flow generation processes by combined modeling and experimental studies; (2) to introduce two 

modified hydrologic connectivity indices to quantitatively describe the spatio-temporal 
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variations in hydrologic connectivity; and (3) to evaluate the effects of surface topography, 

rainfall distribution and surface slope on hydrologic connectivity. 

3.3. Materials and Methods 

3.3.1. Puddle-to-puddle (P2P) hydrologic connectivity 

Overland flow on a rough surface is characterized by discontinuous P2P filling-spilling-

merging-splitting dynamics (Chu et al., 2013), which involve a series of hydrologically 

connected areas (ACs) and individual ponding areas (PAs) under the influence of surface 

microtopography. This hierarchical connecting process is herein referred to as “P2P hydrologic 

connectivity.” Note that AC represents the area that contributes runoff water to a puddle or an 

outlet, while PA represents the area covered by ponded water (i.e., puddle area). In this study, 

two field plot surfaces of distinct topographic features [Plot 1 - rough surface (Figs. 3.1a and 

3.1b); Plot 2 - smooth surface (Fig. 3.1c)] are used to illustrate the P2P dynamics and the 

hierarchical drainage system and demonstrate the concept of P2P hydrologic connectivity. 

As shown in Fig. 3.1a, during such an earlier stage, depressions break the connectivity of 

topographic elements, forming a number of ACs which essentially are the contributing areas for 

non-fully filled puddles or outlets. Two types of AC can be identified. The first type of AC links 

directly to the boundaries of the surface drainage system and consists of a number of 

contributing cells (i.e., DEM grids) and an outlet (e.g., AC1 and Outlet 1 in Fig. 3.1a). Such an 

AC makes direct contribution of runoff to the outlet. The second type of AC, without direct 

linkage to the outlet, may include a non-fully filled puddle, a threshold, and a number of 

contributing cells (e.g., AC6 in Fig. 3.1a). The ACs derived solely from surface topography 

(DEM) represent the static properties of hydrologic connectivity (i.e., structural hydrologic 

connectivity). An AC has the potential to expand and connect to its upstream/downstream areas 
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at different stages of the overland flow generation processes (Fig. 3.1a). An AC expands when 

the water level in its puddle reaches the threshold and spills to the downstream area (e.g., AC2 

formed by two ACs including two merged puddles, Fig. 3.1a). A puddle and its AC may have 

multiple thresholds, through which the puddle spills and links to its downstream AC. Such an 

upstream-downstream relationship is determined by the D8 method (O’Callaghan and Mark 

1984). The second type ACs may expand within the system or connect to the first type ACs, 

through which runoff water discharges to the outlet(s). The outlet hydrograph features a stepwise 

changing pattern as more areas are connected to the outlet. When all puddles are fully filled, the 

development of ACs is completed and the entire surface drains runoff water to the outlets (Fig. 

3.1b). At this final stage, two large ACs (new AC1 and AC2) discharge through Outlets 1 and 2, 

respectively (Fig. 3.1b). The evolution/formation of ACs leads to dynamic variations in the 

related hydrologic and geomorphologic processes across the spatial domain. This study attempts 

to quantify the spatio-temporal variability in hydrologic connectivity within the P2P hierarchical 

drainage system.  

Surface microtopography and puddle characteristics determine the properties of ACs and 

maximum depression storage. An AC with a larger contributing area tends to collect more runoff 

water while an AC with greater maximum depression storage is capable of storing more water, as 

illustrated in Fig. 3.1a. The ACs of a higher ratio of contributing area to maximum depression 

storage have a higher potential to be fully filled, developing connections to their downstream 

areas. Accordingly, a downstream puddle may have higher possibility to be fully filled due to the 

increased water contribution from the expansion of upstream ACs. The smooth surface (Plot 2) 

exhibits dissimilar spatial distributions of ACs and PAs (Fig. 3.1c). Plot 2 has smaller and 

shallower puddles, and smaller ACs than Plot 1 (Fig. 3.1c). Due to the limited depression storage 
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Fig. 3.1. Dynamic puddle filling-spilling processes and evolution/formation of hydrologically 

connected areas (ACs) for field plots 1 and 2 

 

on Plot 2, its ACs are more easily connected, which results in faster runoff generation and higher 

discharge at the earlier stage of overland flow generation (Fig. 3.1c). Thus, it is of importance to 

(a) Connected areas (ACs) at an earlier stage of runoff generation for plot 1 

(b) Connected areas (ACs) at the final stage of runoff generation for plot 1 

(c) Final stage of runoff generation for plot 2 
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investigate the spatio-temporal variations in ACs and the threshold behaviors associated with the 

overland flow generation processes. In addition, hydrologic connectivity can be affected by 

spatial and temporal distributions of rainfall and surface slope. These two factors have been 

evaluated in this study. 

3.3.2. P2P conceptual model 

In this study, a P2P conceptual model (Chu et al., 2013) was utilized for simulating the 

P2P filling-spilling-merging-splitting dynamics and analyzing hydrologic connectivity. The 

model incorporated a puddle delineation program (Chu et al., 2010) for characterizing surface 

depressions/puddles and calculating the hydrotopographic parameters. The unique features of the 

puddle delineation software included its capabilities of delineating puddles for different 

threshold-controlled levels and determining the hierarchical relationships of puddles based on 

their geometric structures (e.g., their centers and overflow thresholds) and spatial locations in the 

DEM-determined flow drainage system (Chu et al., 2013). The P2P concept model facilitated the 

modeling of overland flow within individual puddles (puddle filling) and the P2P dynamics 

between puddles (puddle spilling, merging, and splitting) in a cascaded, puddle-oriented drainage 

system (Chu et al., 2013). The model explicitly simulated the time-varying P2P overland flow 

processes under unsteady, nonuniform rainfall and water losses (e.g., losses due to infiltration 

and evaporation). Instantaneous water transfer between cells and puddles was assumed in the 

P2P conceptual model (Chu et al., 2013). The total discharge from a surface was calculated by 

summing up the water drained to the DEM-determined outlets of the surface. In the P2P 

conceptual model, development/evolution of ACs and PAs across a topographic surface was 

tracked for all time steps. At the beginning (t = 0), identification of ACs for the original surface 

started from the outlet(s) of the surface and the centers of first-level puddles (Chu et al., 2010). 
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The contributing cells of ACs were identified based on the flow directions and accumulations 

determined by the puddle delineation program (Chu et al., 2010). The resulting ACs represented 

the structural hydrologic connectivity properties of the surface. Note that those DEM-determined 

ACs were subject to changes over time, depending on the surface topographic characteristics and 

the water sources/sinks of the system. For any time steps, a similar searching process was 

implemented to determine the time-varying ACs that were used to quantify functional hydrologic 

connectivity. Specifically, the searching process started from the outlet(s) of the surface and the 

non-fully filled puddles and continued until all contributing cells and the upstream ACs 

connected to the current AC were identified. The P2P conceptual model provided: (1) the spatio-

temporal distributions of ACs and PAs for structural and functional hydrologic connectivity 

analyses, and (2) the simplified outlet hydrograph and relative surface connection function 

(Antoine et al., 2009) for functional hydrologic connectivity analysis. 

3.3.3. Time-varying hydrologic connectivity indices 

Based on Western et al. (2001), two modified hydrologic connectivity indices, time-

varying connectivity function and connectivity length, were proposed in this study to 

characterize the statistical properties of ACs and the dynamic changes in ACs across a 

topographic surface during a rainfall-runoff event. Specifically, at each time step, the surface 

consists of a number of ACs with unique ID numbers identified by the P2P conceptual model. 

Each AC further includes numerous hydrologically connected cells with the same ID. Note that 

the ID numbers for all cells may change over time due to the P2P dynamics and the development 

of ACs.  

The procedures for computing connectivity function of ACs can be summarized as 

follows: (1) determination of pairs and separation bins: each cell i can form a number of pairs 
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with other cells (j). The distance h between the centers of two cells of each pair is assigned to a 

separation bin k, and the number of pairs for each separation bin k is then calculated; (2) 

determination of connected pairs: each separation bin k includes a number of pairs, and within 

each separation bin, the cells of pairs are considered connected if they have the same ID number. 

In this way, the number of connected pairs can be determined for each separation bin k; and (3) 

calculation of connectivity function of ACs: the connectivity function of ACs is calculated as the 

ratio of the number of connected pairs to the total number of pairs in the corresponding 

separation bin k at time t. The time-varying connectivity function and connectivity length of ACs 

can be respectively expressed as: 
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where CAC(h, t) = connectivity function of ACs for separation h at time t; P = probability of cell i 

to connect to cell j; IDAC(i, t) = ID number of AC for cell i at time t; h = separation distance 

between cell centers; hk = separation distance for separation bin k; Ncp(hk, t) = number of 

connected pairs for separation distance hk at time t; Ntp(hk, t) = number of total pairs for 

separation distance hk at time t; S = spatial domain that includes all cells; T = time domain; LAC(t) 

= connectivity length of ACs at time t; NB = total number of separation bins; Δhk = size of 

separation bin k.; and   = indicator of connection between two cells. The connectivity function 

of ACs represents the lag-dependent and time-varying probability of hydrologic connections 

between AC-oriented cells across the entire spatial domain. The connectivity length of ACs 

represents the average AC-oriented, time-varying connectivity length for the entire surface. 

Furthermore, we proposed maximum connectivity length of ACs, a length where the connectivity 
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function becomes zero. The two indices are able to reveal the temporal changes in ACs 

(development/evolution of the P2P-based connectivity), which can be further used to analyze the 

threshold behavior of overland flow generation.  

Similarly, a ponding connectivity index – connectivity function of PAs was proposed to 

quantify the connections through PAs and characterize spatial and temporal distributions of the 

PAs. In the P2P conceptual model, PAs represented the water ponded areas of puddles where 

flow velocity was zero. The procedures for computing the connectivity function of PAs were 

similar to those for the connectivity function of ACs, but it was assumed that the cells within a 

PA were connected. In addition, connectivity length of PAs and maximum connectivity length of 

PAs were calculated to represent the average and maximum sizes of the PAs.
 

In this study, structural hydrologic connectivity was analyzed by quantifying the “static” 

connectivity properties of ACs at t = 0 (no ponded water), while functional hydrologic 

connectivity was analyzed by using four indicators: (1) connectivity function and connectivity 

length of ACs, (2) connectivity function and connectivity length of PAs, (3) simplified 

hydrograph (Antoine et al., 2009), and (4) relative surface connection function (Antoine et al., 

2009). The first two indicators proposed herein for functional hydrologic connectivity 

characterize the spatio-temporal variations of hydrologic connectivity, while the third and fourth 

indicators provide valuable information on the overall response of the topographic surface to 

rainfall inputs at the outlet. Simplified hydrograph denotes the discharge normalized by 

cumulative rainfall as a function of time, cumulative rainfall, or cumulative rainfall normalized 

by maximum depression storage (Antoine et al., 2009). The relative surface connection function 

is expressed as the ratio of surface area connected to the downstream boundary to the total 

surface area as a function of the water stored in the depressions of the surface (Antoine et al., 
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2009). Normalization of these variables enables one to compare hydrologic connectivity for 

various topographic conditions (e.g., area, slope, roughness, and maximum depression storage) 

and water sources/sinks (e.g., rainfall). 

3.3.4. Creation of surfaces and acquisition of their DEMs 

Three laboratory-scale surfaces (S1 – S3) and two field plot surfaces (S4 – S5) were 

created and used in this study (Fig. 3.2). Specifically, surface S1 was utilized for a combined 

experimental and modeling study on hydrologic connectivity, and surfaces S2-S5 were used for 

hydrologic connectivity modeling and analyses only. Surface S1 (Fig. 3.2a) was created using a 

styrofoam board with an area of 0.40 m2 and a slope of 1.07%. This surface was characterized 

with several major puddles of typical P2P relationships (e.g., upstream-downstream 

relationship). Surfaces S2 and S3 (Figs. 3.2b and 3.2c) were generated by randomly distributing 

soil aggregates across an area of 1.0 m × 0.8 m, featuring uniform and homogeneous 

microtopography but dissimilar roughness conditions (the random roughness values for S2 and 

S3 were 1.30 and 0.41 cm, respectively). The slopes of surfaces S2 and S3 were 5.16% and 

4.12%, respectively. The two field plot surfaces S4 and S5 (Figs. 3.2d and 3.2e) had an area of 

5.6 m × 3.2 m and represented real complicated, non-uniform, and heterogeneous 

microtopographic conditions. S4 and S5 had an overall slope of around 3.0% towards their 

outlets. High-resolution DEMs of these five surfaces were obtained by using an instantaneous-

profile laser scanner (Darboux and Huang, 2003; Chu et al., 2010). 
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Fig. 3.2. DEMs of topographic surfaces S1 - S5 

 

3.3.5. Combined P2P experimental and modeling study 

Surface S1 was selected for this combined experimental and modeling study on 

hydrologic connectivity. An overland flow experiment was conducted for S1. The rainfall was 

generated by using a 4-head Norton-style rainfall simulator and the average rainfall intensity was 

3.34 cm/hr. There was no infiltration for this impervious surface. Discharge was collected at the 

outlet and measured with a time interval of 20 sec. During the experiment, observation times 

were recorded, at which major puddles started spilling through their thresholds. The experiment 

was stopped when all puddles were fully filled and the flow system approached to a steady state. 

(c) S3 
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Furthermore, the P2P conceptual model was applied to simulate the P2P overland flow process 

under the same conditions (e.g., rainfall and surface microtopography). The performance of the 

P2P concept model was evaluated by comparing the simulated simplified hydrograph and critical 

times (e.g., fully-filled times) against the observed data. The normalized objective function 

(NOF) (Ibbitt and O’Donnell, 1971) and modeling efficiency (EF) (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) 

were used to quantify the goodness of fit. They can be respectively expressed as: 
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where X = state variable (normalized discharge or P2P critical times); X = mean of X; n = total 

number of data points; and subscripts O and S denote the observed and simulated data, 

respectively. Note that if all observed values are the same as the simulated ones, NOF and EF 

equal 0 and 1, respectively.  

3.3.6. P2P modeling for structural and functional hydrologic connectivity analyses 

Surfaces S2 – S5 (Figs. 3.2b – 3.2e) were selected and P2P conceptual modeling was 

conducted to quantify spatio-temporal variations in hydrologic connectivity by using the 

proposed connectivity function and connectivity length indices and to analyze the effects of 

surface topographic characteristics on hydrologic connectivity. Different steady, uniform rainfall 

events were used in these simulations for surfaces S2 – S5. The P2P conceptual modeling for 

surfaces S2 and S5 was used for both structural and functional hydrologic connectivity analyses. 

To focus on the new method of microtopography-dominated P2P hydrologic connectivity and to 
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keep consistent with the existing hydrologic connectivity analysis methods (e.g. Antoine et al., 

2009) for comparison purposes, infiltration was not simulated in this study. In the structural 

hydrologic connectivity analysis, we analyzed: (1) the spatial distributions of ACs, (2) their 

histograms, and (3) connectivity function and connectivity length of ACs. For functional 

hydrologic connectivity, we examined: (1) the simulated simplified hydrographs and the relative 

surface connection functions (e.g. Antoine et al., 2009), (2) the temporal variability in 

connectivity functions of ACs and PAs, and (3) the relationships between connectivity lengths of 

ACs or PAs, and time or cumulative rainfall. 

3.3.7. Rainfall vs. hydrologic connectivity 

Natural rainfall varies in both time and space, which may complicate the development of 

hydrologic connectivity and overland flow generation processes. To investigate such influences, 

P2P conceptual modeling was conducted for seven different rainfall events, including three 

steady uniform rainfall events (R1, R2, and R3), two steady nonuniform rainfall events (R4 and 

R5), and two unsteady uniform rainfall events (R6 and R7) (Fig. 3.3). The intensities of rainfall 

events R1, R2, and R3 were 0.58, 0.70, and 0.82 cm/hr, respectively. The rainfall intensity of R4 

gradually changed spatially (Fig. 3.3b), while the spatial distribution of rainfall intensity of R5 

exhibited much stronger variations (Fig. 3.3c). Events R4 and F5 had the same average rainfall 

intensity of 0.58 cm/hr, which equaled that of R1. The unsteady rainfall events R6 and R7 had 

the same cumulative rainfall as the steady rain event R1 (0.48 cm), but their intensities varied in 

time (Fig. 3.3a). The simulated simplified hydrographs and the variations in connectivity lengths 

of ACs and PAs were analyzed for different rainfall conditions. Surface S2 (Fig. 3.2b) was used 

to examine the rainfall effects on functional hydrologic connectivity since the puddles on surface 

S2 had relatively uniform geometric properties and did not show strong spatial heterogeneity. 
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For such a surface, discussion of the results would be easier and the conclusions could be further 

applied to surfaces with more complex topographic conditions. 

 
Fig. 3.3. Three steady uniform rainfall events (R1-R3), two steady non-uniform rainfall events 

(R4 and R5), and two unsteady uniform rainfall events (R6 and R7) used in this study 

 

3.3.8. Surface slope vs. hydrologic connectivity 

As one of the important factors, surface slope influences the dynamic hierarchical 

connecting processes of a topography-dominated overland flow system. A preliminary study was 

conducted to examine the slope effects on hydrologic connectivity. Based on surface S2, four 

different sloping surfaces were generated by using a coordinate conversion program (Yang et al., 

2010). The slopes ranged from 5.16% to 19.81%. The P2P conceptual model was applied to 

these sloping surfaces for a steady, uniform rainfall event with an intensity of 0.58 cm/hr. The 
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simulated simplified hydrographs and the computed connectivity lengths for these sloping 

surfaces were compared and the effects of surface slope on hydrologic connectivity were 

evaluated. 

3.4. Results and Discussion 

3.4.1. Combined experimental and modeling study for hydrologic connectivity analysis 

Fig. 3.4a shows the observed and simulated simplified hydrographs for surface S1 and 

the evolution of connectivity lengths of ACs and PAs with time (Fig. 3.4). Interesting variations 

in hydrologic connectivity can be observed from the special observation and simulation times at 

which puddles started spilling (Fig. 3.4b). Good agreement can be observed between the 

observed and simulated simplified hydrographs (Fig. 3.4a) and their normalized objective 

function and modeling efficiency are 0.11 and 0.96, respectively. The relatively simple 

relationships of puddles of surface S1 ensured precise measurement of the timing of puddle 

spilling and observation of the development of ACs and hydrologic connectivity during the 

experiment. The puddle spilling times from the simulation match the observed ones from the 

experiment (i.e., the squares are closely distributed along the 45º line) (Fig. 3.4b). The 

normalized objective function and modeling efficiency for the simulation and observation times 

are 0.12 and 0.94. 

Both observed and simulated simplified hydrographs display immediate increases at the 

beginning (point O) (Fig. 3.4a). Both hydrographs show a stepwise increasing pattern (Fig. 3.4a), 

implying dramatic changes in hydrologic connectivity. After a puddle is fully filled and starts 

spilling, if the corresponding AC directly connects to the outlet of the surface, a step-wise 

increase in discharge occurs (Fig. 3.4a). Each step-wise increase in the simplified hydrograph 

can be attributed to a new puddle spilling process and the corresponding evolution of ACs, as 
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Fig. 3.4. Observed and simulated simplified hydrographs, critical times for P2P processes, and 

connectivity lengths of connected areas and ponded areas (LAC and LPA) for surface S1 

 

indicated by the vertical lines in Figs. 3.4a and 3.4b (e.g., points A and A’). After all puddles are 

well connected and the evolution of ACs is completed, the entire surface contributes runoff water 

to the outlet and the simplified hydrograph reaches a plateau (line BC, Fig. 3.4a). 

Simplified hydrograph and connectivity length of ACs (Fig. 3.4a) are two connectivity 

measurement indicators that have different hydrologic meanings and are calculated by different 

methods. However, these two indicators show considerable similarity in representing the system 

response and the behavior of runoff generation. They exhibit a similar step-wise increasing 
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pattern (Fig. 3.4a). Meanwhile, certain differences can be observed in the shapes of the 

connectivity length of ACs and the simplified hydrograph. The connectivity length of ACs at the 

beginning (t = 0, no ponded water) is greater than zero (8.51 cm, Fig. 3.4a), which represents the 

structural hydrologic connectivity property for the surface. Also, connectivity length of ACs 

shows more detailed stepwise increases/variations, as indicated in the circle in Fig. 3.4a. This is 

because connectivity length of ACs not only reflects the first type ACs as the simplified 

hydrograph does, but also is a function of the second type ACs. The difference between the 

changing patterns of the simplified hydrograph and connectivity length of ACs can be more 

significant for surfaces with complex topographic characteristics. Connectivity length of ACs 

increases from 8.51 cm (initial stage) to 79.96 cm (final stage) (Fig. 3.4a). Connectivity length of 

ACs quantifies the properties of both structural hydrologic connectivity (DEM-based hydrologic 

connectivity of the topographic surface) and functional hydrologic connectivity (P2P hydrologic 

connectivity of the dynamic overland flow system). Thus, connectivity length of ACs bridges the 

gap between structural and functional hydrologic connectivity for hydrologic connectivity 

analysis. 

The connectivity length of PAs shows a continuous, significant increase before it reaches 

a plateau after 15 min (Fig. 3.4b). Each puddle makes flow contribution to the increase of 

connectivity length of PAs before it is fully filled. Resultantly, the shape of the curve of 

connectivity length of PAs changes when puddles are fully filled and start spilling in the runoff 

generation process. The magnitude of connectivity length of PAs indicates the average size of 

the water ponded areas across the entire surface at a time. The increasing pattern is determined 

by surface topography and characteristics of the source/sink terms of the drainage system. 
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In summary, the P2P filling-spilling-merging-splitting dynamics revealed the mechanism 

of overland flow generation and the unique hierarchical drainage pattern (Chu et al., 2013), as 

well as the related dynamic microtopography-controlled connecting process (i.e., P2P hydrologic 

connectivity). The comparison of the observed and simulated hydrologic connectivity results and 

the comparison of the existing index of simplified hydrograph (Antoine et al., 2009) and the new 

connectivity index proposed in this study (connectivity length of ACs and PAs) demonstrated 

that the new index was able to capture the spatio-temporal variations in hydrologic connections. 

Connectivity lengths of ACs and PAs not only can be used to quantify the static topography-

associated hydrologic connectivity properties (i.e., structural hydrologic connectivity), but also 

the dynamic formation or evolution of the hydrologically connected areas (i.e., functional 

hydrologic connectivity). 

3.4.2. Quantification of the spatio-temporal variations in hydrologic connectivity for various 

topographic surfaces 

3.4.2.1. Structural hydrologic connectivity 

Hydrologic connectivity associated with the static topographic properties (i.e., structural 

hydrologic connectivity) can be quantified by analyzing the spatial distribution of ACs and 

hydrologic connectivity indices, such as connectivity function and connectivity length of ACs. 

Figs. 3.5a – 3.5d illustrate the spatial distributions of ACs and their histograms for surfaces S2 

and S5 (Figs. 3.2b and 3.2e). The original DEMs of these two surfaces exhibit topographic 

irregularity and non-uniformity, and the spatial distributions of their ACs also reflect such 

topographic characteristics (Figs. 3.5a and 3.5b). The average values of ACs for surfaces S2 and 

S5 are 14.1 cm2 and 889.3 cm2, respectively. The histograms of ACs for these two surfaces 

display a right-skewed distribution and small ACs account for high percentages of ACs (Fig. 
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3.5c and 3.5d). The skewness values of the areas of ACs for surfaces S2 and S5 are 1.54 and 

2.67, respectively. The coefficient of variation values of their ACs are 0.79 and 1.70, 

respectively, indicating that surface S5 has higher non-uniformity in the AC distribution than 

surface S2. Thus, the ACs of the random roughness surface S2 are smaller and more uniformly 

distributed than those of surface S5. It also can be concluded that the spatial distribution of ACs 

for a topographic surface reflects the complexity/variability of its ACs. 

 
Fig. 3.5. Spatial distributions of connected areas (ACs) and their histograms (the number of ACs 

vs. the area of AC) for structural hydrologic connectivity analysis (t = 0, no ponded water) for 

surfaces S2 and S5 

 

Fig. 3.6 shows the connectivity functions of ACs for surfaces S2 – S5 (i.e., structural 

hydrologic connectivity: t = 0). The connectivity function of ACs decreases with increasing 

separation distance h (Fig. 3.6). Surface S2 with a higher random roughness index has a greater 

connectivity function of ACs for the same separation h due to the larger ACs associated with 
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bigger soil aggregates (Fig. 3.6a). For the two field plot surfaces (S4 and S5), the rougher surface 

S5 has a higher connectivity function of ACs for the same separation (Fig. 3.6b). The 

connectivity lengths of ACs for surfaces S2 – S5 are 2.2, 1.5, 11.1, and 26.6 cm, respectively. In 

addition, the maximum connectivity length of ACs (i.e., h value for a zero connectivity function 

of ACs) varies, depending on the surface topographic characteristics. The preceding discussions 

demonstrate the capability of connectivity function, connectivity length, and maximum 

connectivity length of ACs in quantifying the structural hydrologic connectivity properties.  

  
Fig. 3.6. Connectivity functions of connected areas (CAC) for structural hydrologic connectivity (t 

= 0) of surfaces S2 - S5 

 

3.4.2.2. Existing functional hydrologic connectivity indices: simplified hydrograph and relative 

surface connection function 

The P2P dynamics during a rainfall event change ACs, which further alters the 

development of hydrologic connectivity (i.e., functional hydrologic connectivity). Fig. 3.7a 
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rainfall) for surfaces S2 and S3. Different increasing patterns can be observed in these rainfall-

normalized simplified hydrographs (Fig. 3.7a). A simplified hydrograph indicates the 

partitioning between outflow discharge and abstractions (e.g., depression storage). The area 

under the simplified hydrograph represents the quantity of outlet flow, while the area between 

the rainfall-normalized discharge curve and the line of rainfall-normalized discharge of 1 

represents the water loss in depression storage (note that no infiltration is simulated) (Antoine et 

al., 2009). Two major characteristics can be observed in the simulated simplified hydrographs for 

surfaces S2 and S3 (Fig. 3.7a): (1) at the initial stage (cumulative rainfall < 400 cm3), the 

simplified hydrographs of surfaces S2 and S3 are almost identical (Fig. 3.7a), and (2) beyond the 

initial stage (cumulative rainfall > 400 cm3), the two simplified hydrographs exhibit significant 

differences in the increasing pattern and the timing to reach the steady state. For the same 

amount of rainfall input, the normalized discharge from surface S3 that features smaller 

roughness (Fig. 3.2c) tends to increase faster and reach the steady state much earlier than that 

from surface S2 (Fig. 3.2b). These differences in the simplified hydrographs for S2 and S3 can 

be attributed to their dissimilar surface depression storage and puddle organization, which are 

determined by the spatial distributions of puddles and their hydrologic relationships. 

In order to examine the effects of puddle organization on simplified hydrographs of 

different topographic surfaces without considering their dissimilar maximum depression storage, 

the cumulative rainfall was normalized by maximum depression storage (i.e., maximum 

depression storage-normalized cumulative rainfall) (Antoine et al., 2009). Fig. 3.7b shows the 

normalized simplified hydrographs for surfaces S2 – S5. Fig. 3.8 shows the relative surface 

connection functions for these surfaces. The shape of the relative surface connection function 

curves is very similar to that of the normalized simplified hydrographs under steady uniform 
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rainfall (Figs. 3.7b and 3.8), and both represent the responses/behaviors of the areas that connect 

to the surface boundaries/outlets. As shown in Fig. 3.7b, as time proceeds, more runoff water 

drains to the boundaries/outlets of the surface. Fig. 3.8 shows significant increases in the relative 

surface connection functions at later stages, which can be attributed to the fact that more puddles 

were fully filled and they spilled and connected to the surface boundaries/outlets. 

 
Fig. 3.7. Rainfall-normalized discharge vs. cumulative rainfall and cumulative rainfall 

normalized by maximum depression storage for surfaces S2 - S5 

 

From Fig. 3.7b, two types of changing patterns of the simplified hydrographs and the 

relative surface connection functions can be identified. Surfaces S2, S3 and S5 have the first type 

of changing pattern while surface S4 belongs to the second type. The surfaces of the first type 

simplified hydrographs (S2, S3, and S5) have less runoff (smaller area under the hydrograph 

curve) and more depression storage loss (larger area above the hydrograph curve) for earlier time 
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period (Fig. 3.7b). The first type simplified hydrographs exhibit more runoff and less depression 

storage loss for the later stage of the overland flow generation processes (Fig. 3.7b). The relative 

surface connection function shows similar changing patterns. The values of coefficient of 

variation for puddle maximum depression storage, which reflects the degree of uniformity of 

puddle geometric properties, for surfaces S2, S3, and S5 are 3.06, 3.09, and 3.10, respectively, 

while the coefficient of variation of puddle maximum depression storage for surface S4 is as 

high as 6.30. This can be attributed to the stronger non-uniformity of the geometric properties of 

surface S4 (Fig. 3.2d), which allows surface S4 to easily develop hydrologic connectivity at the 

earlier time period. However, S4 shows lower prolonged connectivity at the later stage due to the 

existence of larger puddles (Figs. 3.7b and 3.8). It thus can be concluded that hydrologic 

connectivity may vary at different stages of overland flow generation, depending on the puddle 

organization (e.g., uniformity of puddle geometric properties). 

 
Fig. 3.8. Relative surface connection functions (the ratio of connected areas to the total surface 

area vs. the ratio of filled depression volume to maximum depression storage) for surfaces S2 - 

S5 
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3.4.2.3. New functional hydrologic connectivity indices: connectivity function and connectivity 

length 

As an example, Figs. 3.9a and 3.9b respectively show the connectivity functions of ACs 

and PAs at six time points for surface S5 - a field plot surface featuring a number of well-

organized puddles (e.g., different puddle sizes, levels, and relationships) (Fig. 3.2e). The 

corresponding cumulative rainfall values for the six time points are 0.00, 0.06, 0.13, 0.26, 0.65, 

and 0.88 cm (Fig. 3.9). For any selected time points or cumulative rainfall values, the curve of 

connectivity function of ACs shows a gradually decreasing trend with separation h (Fig. 3.9a). 

For example, the curves of connectivity function of ACs for cumulative rainfall of 0.00 cm (i.e., 

structural hydrologic connectivity, same as the curve in Fig. 3.6b for surface S5), 0.06, and 0.13 

cm decrease from 1.0 to 0.0, which indicates a decreasing pattern of hydrologic connectivity. 

The maximum connectivity lengths of ACs for the corresponding times are 116.8, 198.9, and 

220.9 cm, respectively. Hydrologic connectivity is improved with an increase in time. The 

separation distance h reaches the maximum connectivity length of 559.7 cm for cumulative 

rainfall of 0.88 cm for surface S5 (Fig. 3.9a). The connectivity function CAC curve for cumulative 

rainfall of 0.88 cm also shows a slightly increase when h reaches or exceeds 320.0 cm due to the 

boundary effect. Fig. 3.9b shows the curves of connectivity function of PAs for the six selected 

time points. At the beginning (cumulative rainfall = 0.00 cm), the connectivity function of PAs 

equals 0.0 for any h values because there is no initial ponded water on surface S5. The 

connectivity function of PAs decreases with separation h for other time points and ponded water 

connectivity is improved over time (Fig. 3.9b). For any time or cumulative rainfall, the 

connectivity function of PAs for h = 0 represents the ratio of ponded area to the total surface 
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area. The h value corresponding to the zero connectivity function of PAs represents the 

maximum connectivity length of PAs (Fig. 3.9b). 

 
Fig. 3.9. Connectivity functions of connected areas and ponded areas (CAC and CPA) from 

simulations for surface S5 at six different time points or cumulative rainfall (CP) values (Notes: 

CPA at h = 0 represents the ratio of ponded areas to the total surface area; and h for CPA = 0 

represents the maximum connectivity length of PAs) 

 

Fig. 3.10 displays the changing patterns of the connectivity lengths of ACs and PAs for 
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the evolution of ACs at the later stage. For cumulative rainfall smaller than 2,000 cm3, surface 

S3 with smaller roughness (Fig. 3.2c) shows greater connectivity length values (Fig. 3.10a), 

indicating improved hydrologic connectivity of ACs. The connectivity length of ACs for the 
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final stage depends on the topographic characteristics, sizes, and boundary conditions of the 

surface. Note that the maximum ponded areas of surfaces S2 and S3 are similar (2,217 and 2,115 

cm2, respectively). However, their final values of connectivity length of PAs show a significant 

difference (0.58 and 1.24 cm, respectively) (Fig. 3.10b). That is, although the two surfaces have 

similar total ponded areas, their average lengths of the ponded areas under the fully-filled 

condition are different due to their distinct sizes of depressions/puddles (Fig. 3.2b and 3.2c). 

  
Fig. 3.10. Connectivity lengths of connected areas and ponded areas (LAC and LPA) from 

simulations for surfaces S2 - S5 
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surface S4 under the same rainfall input (Figs. 3.10c and 3.10d). For surface S4, connectivity 

length of ACs reaches the maximum connectivity length (343.09 cm) when cumulative rainfall is 

equal to 17,810 cm3 (Fig. 3.10c), which implies that all puddles on S4 are fully filled and the 

evolution of ACs is completed. 

We demonstrated the quantification of structural hydrologic connectivity and its linkage 

to functional hydrologic connectivity indices, and quantified the hydrologic connectivity 

properties for surfaces with various microtopographic characteristics by using the hydrologic 

connectivity indices proposed in this study (connectivity function and connectivity length of ACs 

and PAs) and two indices proposed by Antoine et al. (2009) (simplified hydrograph and relative 

surface connection function). It can be concluded that the time-varying connectivity functions 

and connectivity lengths of ACs and PAs quantitatively describe and link structural and 

functional hydrologic connectivity properties. Comparing with the existing connectivity 

indicators, the new indices proposed herein effectively reveal the spatio-temporal variations in 

hydrologic connectivity in the topography-controlled overland flow generation process. The 

proposed “P2P hydrologic connectivity” concept helps better understand the topography-

dominated hydrologic connectivity and the discontinuous P2P overland flow dynamics.  

3.4.3. Effects of rainfall on hydrologic connectivity 

The effects of rainfall on hydrologic connectivity were evaluated in this study by 

examining the system response (simplified hydrograph) to various rainfall events (Fig. 3.3) and 

the corresponding connectivity lengths of ACs and PAs for surface S2. For a steady uniform 

rainfall event, a higher rainfall intensity tends to expedite the P2P filling-spilling process and 

hence the evolution of ACs (i.e., development of hydrologic connectivity), resulting in an earlier 

steady state (full development of ACs). For the steady uniform rainfall events (R1, R2, and R3, 
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Fig. 3.3a), all the simplified hydrographs (rainfall-normalized discharge vs. time) and the curves 

of connectivity length of ACs show a similar step-wise increasing pattern with time resulting 

from the same P2P dynamic process and the development of hydrologic connectivity. But, the 

timing of each stepwise change is different (Figs. 3.11a1 and 3.11b1). 

 
Fig. 3.11. Temporal variations in rainfall-normalized discharge, and connectivity lengths of 

connected areas and ponded areas (LAC and LPA) for surface S2 under seven different rainfall 

conditions [three steady uniform rainfall events: R1 (0.58 cm/hr), R2 (0.70 cm/hr), and R3 (0.82 

cm/hr); two steady non-uniform rainfall events: R4 and R5 with average rainfall intensity of 0.58 

cm/hr; and two unsteady uniform rainfall events: R6 and R7 with cumulative rainfall of 0.48 cm] 
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For the two steady, non-uniform rainfall events R4 and R5 (Figs. 3.3b and 3.3c), the 

changing patterns of the simplified hydrographs and the curves of connectivity length of ACs 

with time are different from those from R1, even though R1, R4, and R5 have the same average 

rainfall intensity (Figs. 3.11a1 and 3.11b1). As shown in the curves of rainfall-normalized 

discharge and connectivity length of ACs in Figs. 3.11a1 and 3.11b1, the system reaches the 

steady state earlier for event R1 than events R4 and R5. This can be attributed primarily to the 

delay in the P2P processes and the development of ACs in low rainfall intensity zones.  

Figs. 3.11a1 and 3.11b1 also show the simplified hydrographs (rainfall-normalized 

discharge) and the curves of connectivity length of ACs for the two unsteady uniform rainfall 

events R6 and R7. Note that the rain events R6 and R7 (Fig. 3.3a) have the same cumulative 

rainfall (0.48 cm) as rain event R1. The distinct temporal variations in the three rainfall-

normalized discharge curves demonstrate the significant effects of rainfall characteristics on 

simplified hydrographs (Fig. 3.11a1). From Figs. 3.11b1 and 3.3a, it can be observed that higher 

rainfall intensity accelerates the development of ACs (hydrologic connectivity) and hence 

increases connectivity length of ACs. Rainfall-normalized discharge may decline to zero when 

rainfall intensity equals to zero for the unsteady R7 event, while connectivity length of ACs 

remains constant during the zero rainfall period (note that no infiltration was simulated) (Fig. 

3.11b1). These processes may become complicated if other loss terms (e.g., infiltration) exist. 

Depending on the spatial and temporal variability in the P2P processes, the connectivity length 

of ACs may increase or decrease with time due to the connection/merging or 

disconnection/splitting of ACs as the ponded water levels in some puddles rise to or drop below 

their thresholds. Thus, connectivity function and connectivity length can serve as useful 
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indicators to reveal the complexity and variability of the surface topography-dominated overland 

flow system. 

Different from connectivity length of ACs, connectivity length of PAs exhibits a 

smoother increasing pattern for all rainfall events (Fig. 3.11c1). Higher intensity rainfall events 

(e.g., R3) accelerate the development of PAs and a non-uniform rainfall distribution (e.g., R4 and 

R5) may delay the timing to reach the maximum connectivity length of PAs (Fig. 3.11c1). In 

addition, significant effects of the temporal distributions of rainfall on the connectivity length of 

PAs can be observed from the results for the unsteady rainfall events R6 and R7 (Fig. 3.11c1). 

Furthermore, we analyzed the relationships between cumulative rainfall and simplified 

hydrographs and connectivity lengths of ACs and PAs and found a very similar pattern for the 

uniformly distributed rainfall events (R1-R3 and R6-R7) (Figs. 3.11a2, 3.11b2, and 3.11c2), 

indicating that the temporal variations in rainfall may only affect the dynamic P2P filling-

spilling-merging processes and the evolution of ACs and PAs. However, significant influences of 

the spatial variations in rainfall for the non-uniform events R4 and R5 (Figs. 3.3b and 3.3c) on 

the changing patterns of simplified hydrographs and connectivity lengths of ACs and PAs can be 

observed (Figs. 3.11a2, 3.11b2, and 3.11c2). 

In summary, development of hydrologic connectivity not only depends on the 

topographic characteristics of surfaces, but also is significantly affected by the spatio-temporal 

rainfall distributions. Temporal variations in rainfall intensity do not alter the P2P processes and 

the evolution of ACs, but may change the occurrence timing of these processes. Spatial changes 

in rainfall intensity influence the overall development of hydrologic connectivity. 
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3.4.4. Preliminary study on the effects of surface slope on hydrologic connectivity 

The simplified hydrographs (rainfall-normalized discharge vs. cumulative rainfall or 

cumulative rainfall normalized by maximum depression storage), the curves of connectivity 

length of ACs vs. cumulative rainfall, and the curves of connectivity length of PAs vs. 

cumulative rainfall for the four sloping surfaces (slope = 5.16%, 10.17%, 15.01%, and 19.81%) 

are respectively shown in Figs. 3.12a – 3.12d. At the initial period (cumulative rainfall < 600 

cm3), the simulated simplified hydrographs for the four sloping surfaces are close to each other 

(Fig. 3.12a). The larger the slope is, the earlier the stepwise increase occurs, which also leads to 

an earlier steady state. For a gentle slope (e.g., 5.16%), stronger influences of surface slope on 

the timing of stepwise increases and the steady state can be observed in Fig. 3.12a. The curves of 

rainfall-normalized discharge and connectivity length of ACs show dissimilar increasing patterns 

for the four sloping surfaces (Figs. 3.12a and 3.12c), which can be attributed to the changes in 

their maximum depression storage and puddle organizations induced by different slopes. 

Fig. 3.12e displays the decreasing relationship between maximum depression storage and 

slope for surface S2. Maximum depression storage decreases from 1,660 cm3 for the slope of 

5.16% to 1,180, 1,016, and 854 cm3 for the slopes of 10.17%, 15.01%, and 19.81%, respectively. 

An increase in surface slope may not only reduce the maximum depression storage of the surface 

due to the changes in puddle structures, but also alter the puddle organization. The rainfall-

normalized discharge is affected by both maximum depression storage and puddle organization. 

Fig. 3.12b shows the maximum depression storage-normalized simplified hydrographs (i.e., the 

effect of maximum depression storage has been removed), which reveal the effects of changing 

puddle organizations on the simplified hydrographs. Comparison of Figs. 3.12a with 3.12b 

indicates that the change in surface maximum depression storage has more significant effects on  
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Fig. 3.12. Rainfall-normalized discharge and connectivity lengths of connected areas or ponded 

areas (LAC and LPA) vs. cumulative rainfall for surface S2 with four different slopes 

 

the simplified hydrographs than the change in puddle organization. In addition, a higher slope 

leads to an earlier stepwise increase in connectivity length of ACs (Fig. 3.12c). However, 

connectivity length of ACs at the final steady stage is not necessarily greater for a surface with a 

higher slope (Figs. 3.12c and 3.12f). This can be attributed to the fact that flow drainage area 

may change significantly for certain critical slope(s). The connectivity lengths of PAs for the 

four sloping surfaces increase equally in the beginning (Fig. 3.12d), but the final connectivity 
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lengths of PAs at the steady stage decrease with an increase in surface slope (Fig. 3.12f), which 

also can be attributed to the decrease in their maximum depression storage (Fig. 3.12e). 

3.5. Conclusions 

A concept of “puddle-to-puddle hydrologic connectivity” was proposed to describe the 

overland flow generation dynamics. Hydrologic connectivity was investigated by analyzing the 

puddle filling-spilling processes, outlet discharge, and the evolution of hydrologically connected 

areas ACs and water ponded areas PAs through combined experimental and modeling studies. 

Two modified hydrologic connectivity indices, time-varying connectivity function and 

connectivity length, were proposed to quantify scale-dependent and time-varying hydrologic 

connectivity of ACs and PAs. In addition, the effects of surface topography, rainfall, and surface 

slope on hydrologic connectivity were analyzed. This research provided an insight into 

microtopography-controlled hydrologic connectivity and complexity of overland flow 

generation. The following conclusions have been reached: 

The new connectivity function and connectivity length of ACs and PAs were capable of 

quantifying both structural and functional hydrologic connectivity for surfaces with various 

topographic characteristics. These two indices quantified the spatio-temporal variations in 

hydrologic connectivity and revealed the dynamic threshold behaviors of overland flow 

generation. 

The P2P overland flow processes governed the evolution of hydrologic connectivity, 

controlled overland flow generation, and altered flow drainage patterns. A surface with smaller 

roughness was easier to be fully filled and tended to reach a steady stage earlier. For topographic 

surfaces, hydrologic connectivity may vary at different stages of the overland flow generation 

processes, depending on the puddle organization (i.e., uniformity of puddle structures). 
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Rainfall distribution had significant effects on development of hydrologic connectivity 

and the behaviors of the dynamic P2P overland flow processes. Temporal variations in rainfall 

intensity did not alter the P2P processes and the evolution of ACs, but changed their occurrence 

timing. The spatial variability in rainfall intensity influenced the overall evolution of hydrologic 

connectivity and the behaviors of overland flow generation. 

Simplified hydrograph and connectivity length were significantly affected by surface 

slope due to the changes in puddle organization and maximum depression storage. Particularly, 

the results from this research emphasized the important role of surface depression storage, and 

implied the possible existence of critical slope(s) for a topographic surface, at which a sharp 

change in hydrologic connectivity and flow drainage area occurred. It should be noted that in 

addition to rainfall and surface slope, many other factors (e.g., infiltration) also may have 

significant influences on the P2P dynamics and P2P hydrologic connectivity. Detailed in-depth 

studies on the infiltration effects on hydrologic connectivity for real systems would be of great 

interest and important research value. 
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CHAPTER 4. EFFECTS OF DEM RESOLUTION ON SURFACE DEPRESSION 

PROPERTIES AND HYDROLOGIC CONNECTIVITY 

4.1. Abstract 

Surface DEM resolution receives an increasing attention due to its importance in 

topographic analysis (e.g., quantification of surface depressions) and hydrologic modeling. 

Varied, even contrary conclusions have been obtained concerning the effects of DEM grid size 

on surface depression properties. Land surfaces are featured with a number of microtopography-

controlled, localized areas, and their connections may significantly alter hydrologic and 

geomorphologic processes. Few efforts have been made to examine the effects of DEM 

resolution on surface depression properties and hydrologic connectivity. This study aimed to 

evaluate such resolution effects by two dimensionless parameters: DEM representation scale λL 

(ratio of DEM grid size to correlation length, representing horizontal resolution) and surface 

roughness scale λR (ratio of random roughness to correlation length, representing vertical 

topographic variability). A puddle delineation program was utilized to quantify depression 

properties for a variety of topographic surfaces characterized by different DEM resolutions, 

including small scale surfaces with random roughness, field plots, and watershed surfaces. In 

particular, a puddle-to-puddle (P2P) conceptual model was used for hydrologic connectivity 

analysis. It was found that puddle properties depended on both dimensionless λL and λR. λL 

significantly influenced the calculations of structural and functional hydrologic connectivity. 

Using DEMs with a coarser resolution or higher λL tended to overestimate hydrologic 

connectivity and simplified hydrograph for a surface with numerous small-scale depressions. 

DEM resolution or dimensionless λL had significant influences on the development of functional 

hydrologic connectivity especially at the early stage of the rainfall-runoff process. 
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4.2. Introduction 

The advancement in measuring surface elevation has made it easier to acquire high 

resolution DEMs, which in turn have improved hydrologic analysis and use of distributed 

hydrologic models. However, the horizontal resolution or grid size of DEMs often affects the 

determination of surface depression property parameters, delineation of surface topographic 

features, and modeling results. The effects of DEM resolution on hydrotopographic parameters 

have been examined by many researchers (e.g., Kuo et al., 1999; Molnár and Julien, 2000; Dutta 

and Herath, 2001; Thompson et al., 2001; Moglen and Hartman, 2001). According to their 

findings, a coarser resolution tends to produce a more continuous and less defined landscape that 

is featured with flattened slopes, reduced curvatures, shortened drainage lengths, and enlarged 

contributing areas (CA). 

Surface depressions are important in regulating surface runoff and infiltration, 

groundwater recharge, and subsurface contaminant movement (Ullah and Dickinson, 1979; 

Hayashi et al., 2003). Studies have been conducted to evaluate the effects of DEM resolution on 

estimating surface depression properties. Huang and Bradford (1990) examined the effects of 

DEM resolution on maximum depression storage (MDS) in their experimental study and 

concluded that MDS decreased with an increase in grid size. Kamphorst et al. (2000) examined a 

variety of tilled soil surfaces of varying roughness and found that MDS did not structurally 

decrease with increasing grid size. Carvajal et al. (2006) found that the estimated MDS became 

smaller and smaller with an increase in grid size since the soil surface roughness was artificially 

smoothed for a larger grid size. Abedini et al. (2006) explored the relationships between DEM 

resolution and the topographic properties of depressions for fifteen runoff plots and found that 

maximum ponding area (MPA) increased with an increase in grid size while MDS increased with 
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grid size to a certain point and then started to decrease. In addition, they found a power-law 

relationship between MPA and CA for surfaces with different grid sizes. Ullah and Dickinson 

(1979) determined the power law relationships between mean puddle depth (HPM) and MPA, 

HPM and MDS, and MPA and MDS and found that the Weibull model was the best to fit the 

frequency distributions of MDS, MPA, and HPM without log transformation. Their results 

indicated that distributions of MDS, MPA, and HPM followed similar patterns for all surface 

plots. Most of the aforementioned studies centered on the DEM resolution effects for agricultural 

surfaces. Varied, even contrary conclusions have been obtained concerning the effects of grid 

size on depression properties (e.g., MDS). Thus, research is needed to systematically evaluate the 

resolution effects on depression properties, as well as their relationships and distributions for 

surfaces of distinct topographic characteristics.  

Hydrologic connectivity has been studied in different disciplines in recent years (e.g., 

Brierley et al., 2006; Bracken and Croke, 2007; Antoine et al., 2009). Hydrologic connectivity is 

used to represent the continuous passage to transfer water and the related mass over a land 

surface (Pringle, 2003; Tetzlaff et al., 2007). Land surfaces are generally irregular with different 

types of topographic features (e.g., depressions) and the depressions result in independent and 

localized mass balance (Hayashi et al., 2003). Hydrologic connectivity of the locally connected 

areas determines the spatial and temporal conveyance of water and mass. Various hydrologic 

connectivity indicators have been proposed to describe surface topographic conditions and 

hydrologic processes. Antoine et al. (2009) compared different hydrologic connectivity 

indicators involving both structural hydrologic connectivity (SHC) and functional hydrologic 

connectivity (FHC). SHC is the hydrologic connectivity properties of a static surface DEM 

without considering water flow, while FHC represents the hydrologic response of a topographic 
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surface to the system inputs (Antoine et al., 2009). FHC depends on both surface 

microtopographic characteristics and system inputs/outputs, such as rainfall and infiltration 

processes. Different methods have been developed to calculate hydrologic connectivity. The 

conditional-walker method was used to simulate the processes of gradually filling depressions 

and forming a flow network to outlets (Darboux et al., 2002a; Antoine et al., 2009). Appels et al. 

(2011) investigated the effects of surface microtopography and infiltration on FHC by using an 

algorithm, which characterized depressions and their filling, merging, and connecting processes 

under an assumption of instantaneous water transfer. 

Changes in hydrologic connectivity may affect a series of hydrologic processes (e.g., 

overland flow generation, infiltration, and soil erosion). Improved knowledge of hydrologic 

connectivity is needed in order to better understand the hydrologic and geomorphologic 

processes. The hydrologic connectivity study is particularly vital to explicit quantification of the 

effects of surface depressions on overland flow generation, which has been proven to be a 

challenge for hydrologists (Moore and Larson, 1979; Onstad, 1984; Sneddon and Chapman, 

1989; Bruneau and Gascuel-Odoux, 1990; Darboux et al., 2002b). Although hydrologic 

connectivity and its importance have been well understood, to the best of our knowledge, few 

studies have been conducted to evaluate the effects of DEM resolution on hydrologic 

connectivity. 

The objective of this study was to investigate the effects of DEM resolution or 

representation scale λL (ratio of DEM grid size to correlation length) on surface depression 

properties and hydrologic connectivity (both SHC and FHC) for surfaces of various 

microtopographic characteristics. In addition, the relationships and distributions of depression 
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property parameters are quantified and analyzed for the surfaces with different DEM resolutions 

or λL values.  

4.3. Materials and Methods 

4.3.1. Acquisition of surface DEMs 

Eight surfaces (S1 – S8) with different topographic characteristics (Fig. 4.1) were 

selected to evaluate the DEM resolution effects on surface depression properties and hydrologic 

connectivity. Surfaces S1 – S3 (Figs. 4.1a-4.1c) were small laboratory surfaces with an area of 

2.10 m by 0.81 m, characterized with randomly distributed soil aggregates (Chu et al., 2012; Chi 

et al., 2012), while Surfaces S4 and S5 (Figs. 4.1d and 4.1e) were smooth and rough field plots, 

respectively, with an area of 5.6 m by 3.2 m (Bogart, 2014). Surfaces S6 - S8 were watershed 

surfaces with an area of 8,040 m by 6,030 m, located in Minnesota. These DEMs were 

downloaded from the USGS website (Figs. 4.1f -4.1h, UTM coordinate system). 

An instantaneous-profile laser scanner (Darboux and Huang, 2003; Chu et al., 2010) was 

used to acquire high-resolution DEMs for Surfaces S1 - S5. The horizontal and vertical 

resolutions of the scanned DEMs were 0.98 mm and 0.50 mm, respectively. Due to the limited 

coverage area of the laser scanner, a large surface (e.g., field plots S4 and S5) was scanned piece 

by piece and the DEM of the entire surface was obtained by combining all pieces using a 

scanned data combination program developed in the current project (Chu et al., 2014). The 

scanned data for Surfaces S1 – S3 were processed to generate 0.5-cm DEMs, which were further 

aggregated by using the Kriging method to create DEMs of coarser resolutions (1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 

4.0, and 5.0 cm). Similarly, DEMs of different resolutions (1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, and 10.0 cm) 

were generated for Surfaces S4 and S5. The 30-m DEM data for Surfaces S6 – S8 were 
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downloaded from the USGS website. Based on the original 30-m resolution, 45, 60, 75, 90, and 

120 m DEMs were generated.  

 
Fig. 4.1. DEMs of Surfaces S1 - S8 

4.3.2. DEM representation scale and surface roughness scale 

Real surfaces have varying topographic characteristics or roughness. DEMs of various 

resolutions or grid sizes (DX) represent surface topography differently. To effectively quantify 

surface topography and evaluate the effects of the scale-dependent DEM representations, four 

parameters, including correlation length CL (Blöschl, 1999), random roughness RR (i.e., standard 

deviation of surface elevations, Allmaras et al., 1966), dimensionless DEM representation scale 

(a) S1 (b) S2 

(c) S3 (d) S4 

(e) S5 (f) S6 

(g) S7 

 

(h) S8 
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λL (ratio of DX to CL), and dimensionless surface roughness scale λR (ratio of RR to CL), were 

calculated in this study. CL reflects the horizontal scale of surface topography, while RR reveals 

the vertical variability in surface elevations. λL represents the DEM resolution relative to the 

spatial scale of surface topography; and λR quantifies the vertical topographic variability or 

roughness relative to the horizontal scale. 

CL measures the degree of correlation and the spatial dimension (scale) of the variability 

in topographic elevations. It can be determined based on semivariogram γ(h) (Chi et al., 2012): 
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where  = location i; h = lag distance;  = elevation at location ;  = elevation at 

location ; and N (h) = number of pairs spaced at h. To determine CL, the experimental 

variogram can be fitted by the following exponential function (Blöschl, 1999): 
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where σ2 = variance of surface elevations. CL and RR were calculated by using the finest 

resolutions (0.5 cm for Surfaces S1 – S3; 1.0 cm for Surfaces S4 – S5; and 30 m for Surfaces S6 

– S8). Table 4.1 shows the computed topographic parameters CL, RR, λR, and λL for Surfaces S1-

S8.   
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Table 4.1. Surface topographic parameters 

Surface 
Correlation 

length CL 

Random 

roughness RR 

Slope 

(%) 

Surface roughness 

scale λR (RR/CL) 

DEM 

representation 

scale λL (DX/CL) 

S1 2.24 cm 0.42 cm 5.14 0.187 0.22-2.23 

S2 3.53 cm 0.81 cm 5.14 0.230 0.14-1.42 

S3 5.00 cm 1.33 cm 5.14 0.267 0.10-1.00 

S4 50.00 cm 0.47 cm 3.49 0.009 0.02-0.20 

S5 90.91 cm 1.87 cm 2.63 0.021 0.01-0.11 

S6 833.33 m 4.87 m 0.02 0.006 0.04-0.14 

S7 769.23 m 4.12 m 0.02 0.005 0.04-0.16 

S8 434.78 m 5.79 m 0.06 0.013 0.07-0.28 

Note: DX = DEM grid size (resolution). 

4.3.3. Surface delineation: introduction to the Window-based PD software 

In this study, the puddle delineation (PD) software (Chu et al., 2010, 2013) was used to 

characterize depressions/puddles and calculate depression property parameters. The unique 

features of the PD software included its capabilities of delineating puddles at different threshold-

controlled levels, determining their hierarchical relationships, and dealing with special 

topographic conditions such as flats, overflow thresholds shared by multiple puddles, and 

puddles of multiple thresholds. The software provided a user-friendly interface to effectively 

characterize the spatial complexity of topographic surfaces, visualize the spatial distributions of 

puddles at different levels, and improve the understanding of the related hydrologic processes. 

The puddle delineation process involved four major steps (Chu et al., 2010, 2013): (1) 

identification of puddle centers, including flats; (2) identification of other cells in each puddle; 

(3) identification of overflow thresholds of puddles; and (4) determination of the puddle 

relationships. The PD software calculated flow directions, flow accumulations, MDS, MPA, CA, 

HPM, the average of maximum puddle depths (HPMA), the average of mean puddle depths 

(HPA), the number of puddle levels (NPL), and the number of puddles (NP). MPA was the 
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maximum water-covered area when a puddle or a surface was fully filled. CA of a puddle 

represented the total area that potentially contributed surface runoff to the puddle. HPMA was 

calculated for a surface as the average of maximum puddle depths, which were the elevation 

differences between puddle thresholds and centers. HPM was expressed as the ratio of MDS to 

MPA for the highest level puddles (i.e., all puddles were fully filled, reaching the overflow 

thresholds), while HPA of a surface was the average of HPM values of all puddles. 

4.3.4. Statistical analysis of the surface depression properties 

Surfaces S1 - S8 with different DEM resolutions were delineated by using the PD 

software and the surface depression property parameters (MDS, MPA, CA, HPMA, HPM, HPA, 

NPL, and NP) were calculated. The SAS software (version 4.3) was used for statistical analysis, 

including ANOVA test, regression analysis, and distribution fitting. Efforts were made to 

examine the effects of DEM resolution or λL on the spatial distributions of puddles, surface 

depression properties, and the relationships and distributions of the puddle property parameters. 

DEM resolution or λL affects the delineation of surfaces, puddles, and their spatial 

distributions. To quantitatively evaluate such effects, Surface S8 with grid sizes of 30, 60, 90, 

and 120 m (i.e., λL = 0.07, 0.14, 0.21, and 0.28) was selected and delineated by using the PD 

software. Based on the delineation results, spatial distributions of puddles for the four resolutions 

were mapped and compared. 

To assess the effects of DEM resolution or λL on surface depression properties, Surfaces 

S1 – S8 with different λL values were selected; a set of topographic parameters including MDS, 

MPA, HPMA, HPA, NPL, and NP were plotted against λL on a natural logarithm scale; and the 

best-fit curves were determined. Furthermore, the trends of the fitted curves were compared for 

different topographic surfaces. 
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Most puddle property parameters (e.g., MDS, MPA, and HPM) are often correlated to 

each other. Efforts were also made to investigate the effects of DEM resolution or λL on the CA- 

MPA, MDS-MPA, and MDS-HPM relationships, with focus on the topographic properties of 

individual puddles. Surfaces S3 - S6 with various λL values were selected and their puddle 

property parameters were plotted against each other on a natural logarithm scale. Their best-fit 

curves were determined and compared. 

In addition, Surfaces S3 – S6 that represented three different types of surfaces (random 

roughness surface, field plot surface, and watershed surface) and various λL values were selected 

for examining the distributions of puddle property parameters MDS, MPA, CA, and HPM. Since 

the original data were extremely right-skewed, natural logarithm transformation was performed 

for the puddle property parameters. Three statistical models (Weibull, Gaussian, and Gamma) 

were used to fit the histograms of the puddle property parameters for Surfaces S3 – S6 with 

different λL values. Goodness-of-fit tests of these models were then performed for MDS, MPA, 

HPM, and CA of Surfaces S3 – S6. 

4.3.5. P2P conceptual model and hydrologic connectivity analysis 

The P2P conceptual model (Chu et al., 2013) was used for hydrologic connectivity 

analysis. The model simulated water movement by characterizing the dynamic puddle filling, 

spilling, merging, and separating processes over complex topographic surfaces. Particularly, the 

model was able to effectively handle overland flow routing under special topographic conditions 

such as flats and multi-threshold puddles. Since this study focused on hydrologic connectivity 

analysis under the influence of surface microtopography, it was assumed in the model that water 

transferred instantaneously between cells and puddles. To simplify the problem under discussion, 

no infiltration was simulated. 
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Depressions control the overall hydrologic connectivity of a topographic surface and 

break the surface into a number of well-connected areas that have relatively independent 

hydrologic characteristics. In this study, we emphasized the P2P features of hydrologic 

connectivity by detailing the connected areas, their formation/evolution during the rainfall-runoff 

processes, and the responses of the hydrologic system under the influence of surface 

microtopography. 

4.3.5.1. Structural hydrologic connectivity analysis 

The SHC indicators calculated by traditional approaches, such as semivariogram, relative 

bivariate entropy, n-point rectilinear connectivity, connectivity function integral scale, Euler 

number, and percolation thresholds may not be able to describe the spatial connectivity patterns 

and relate to the hydrologic behaviors of a topographic surface (Antoine et al., 2009). In this 

study, SHC of a topographic surface was analyzed by characterizing and quantifying the 

connected areas of the surface. The PD software facilitated surface delineation and further 

characterization of the spatial variability in structural hydrologic connectivity. In the P2P 

conceptual model, a searching process was implemented to track overland flow based on the D8 

method (O’Callaghan and Mark, 1984) and identify all connected areas. SHC was quantified and 

visualized by the histograms of connected areas. As an example, the SHC of Surface S8 was 

mapped and four different DEM resolutions or λL values (0.07, 0.14, 0.21, and 0.28) were 

considered in the SHC analysis. 

4.3.5.2. Functional hydrologic connectivity analysis 

A puddle receives runoff water from its contributing cells and spills to its downstream 

cell(s) or puddle(s) when the water level reaches its threshold(s). This spilling process leads to 

expansion of connected areas by merging or connecting with the downstream areas. Gradually, 
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more areas are connected to the outlet of the surface, which results in increases in discharge at 

the outlet (hydrograph). In this study, the aforementioned hydrologic processes were 

characterized by two FHC indicators: (1) formation/evolution of connected areas, including the 

temporal changes in the number and the average of connected areas, and (2) simplified 

hydrograph (Darboux et al., 2002b; Antoine et al., 2009; Appels et al., 2011). 

Formation/evolution of connected areas (1st indicator) was quantified by the temporal 

changes in the number and the average of connected areas, and the spatial variations and 

distributions of connected areas over time. By quantifying the formation/evolution of the 

connected areas during the rainfall-runoff process (FHC), SHC was linked to the related 

hydrologic processes (e.g., overland flow generation). Following Darboux et al. (2002b), 

Antoine et al. (2009), and Appels et al. (2011), simplified hydrograph (2nd indicator) was used to 

quantify the functional relationships between rainfall-normalized discharge (rQ-P) and cumulative 

rainfall (CP) or MDS-normalized CP (rCP-MDS). The dimensionless simplified hydrograph (rQ-P 

vs. rCP-MDS) is independent of rainfall intensity and surface area (Appels et al., 2011). Simplified 

hydrograph provided critical information on overland flow generation and surface runoff 

affected by surface microtopography and rainfall conditions. 

P2P water routing simulations were performed by using the P2P conceptual model for 

Surfaces S3 (random roughness surface, Fig. 4.1c), S5 (field plot surface, Fig. 4.1e), and S6 and 

S8 (watershed surfaces, Figs. 4.1f and 4.1h) with different DEM resolutions or λL values. The 

calculated FHC indicators for these surfaces and different λR values were analyzed and compared. 

Steady and uniform rainfall (2.0 cm/hr) was applied for the water routing simulations and 

hydrologic connectivity analyses. The rainfall intensity of 2.0 cm/hr was selected primarily based 

on the need for demonstrating the P2P overland flow dynamics and connections of contributing 
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areas. The simulations for the selected surfaces continued until all depressions were fully filled 

and hydrologic connectivity was well developed. Thus, the simulation time period varied for 

these surfaces, depending on their areas and MDS values. 

4.4. Results and Discussion 

4.4.1. Spatial distributions of puddles for surfaces of various grid sizes 

A surface may have certain dominant puddle sizes, depending on the microtopographic 

conditions. DEM resolution or λL influences the number, size, and distribution of puddles, and 

their hierarchical relationships, which further affect hydrologic processes, such as overland flow 

generation, surface runoff, infiltration, and soil water flow. Thus, selection of λL or DEM 

resolution is critical to achieve a better representation of actual surfaces and realistic hydrologic 

modeling. 

In this study, Surface S8 (Fig. 4.1h) was selected to discuss the changes in the spatial 

distributions of puddles and the related hydrologic properties for different DEM resolutions or 

dimensionless λL values. Fig. 4.2 shows the delineation results from the PD software for four λL 

values: 0.07, 0.14, 0.21, and 0.28. Significant changes in puddle distributions can be observed for 

Surface S8 due to the changes in λL (Figs. 4.2a-4.2d). The surface with a smaller λL value (i.e., 

high resolution) showed numerous small well-defined puddles (i.e., smoother boundaries and 

small scale variations). According to the delineation results, NP decreased from 1392 to 612, 358, 

and 217 and NPL decreased from 29 to 26, 17, and 14 as λL increased from 0.07 to 0.14, 0.21, 

and 0.28. With an increase in λL, shallow depressions were smoothed out. 
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Fig. 4.2. Spatial distributions of depressions of Surfaces S8 (λR = 0.013) for four different DEM 

resolutions or dimensionless λL values 

 

4.4.2. Effects of DEM representation scale on surface depression properties 

The MDS and MPA of a topographic surface determine the capability of water retention 

and the overall distribution of ponded water. HPMA and HPA quantify the maximum and 

average vertical dimensions of puddles on a surface. NP and NPL characterize the complexity of 

the topographic surface. A surface with larger NPL and NP possesses more complex puddle 

relationships, threshold-controlled hydrologic connectivity, and P2P dynamic processes during a 

rainfall event. These topographic properties/processes subsequently affect a series of hydrologic 

processes, such as overland flow generation and infiltration. Thus, understanding the effects of 

DEM representation scale λL on depression property parameters is essential to improve the 

related hydrologic analysis and modeling.  

Fig. 4.3 shows the relations of DEM resolution or λL and a set of surface depression 

property parameters including MDS, MPA, HPMA, HPA, NPL, and NP for Surfaces S1 – S8. 

MDS and MPA followed similar trends (Figs. 4.3a and 4.3b). Both increasing and decreasing 

power law relationships were observed for λL and MDS or MPA. For the eight surfaces, the 

average R2 values of MDS and MPA were 0.82 and 0.84, respectively. With increasing λL, MDS 

(a) λL = 0.07 (b) λL = 0.14 (c) λL = 0.21 (d) λL = 0.28 
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and MPA decreased for the smaller surfaces S1 – S5, and appeared to increase for the watershed 

surfaces S6 – S8 (Figs. 4.3a and 4.3b). For example, small puddles of Surface S3 were smoothed 

out and the MPA values for larger-sized puddles decreased with an increase in λL. The MPA for 

puddles larger than 16 cm2 decreased from 3673.5 cm2 to 2567.57 cm2 as λL increased from 0.10 

to 0.80. In contrast, for the watershed surface S6, the MPA of puddles larger than 1.43 × 104 m2 

increased from 0.83 × 107 m2 to 1.27 × 107 m2 as λL increased from 0.04 to 0.14. Although small 

puddles also were smoothed out for the watershed surfaces S6 – S8, they still displayed an 

increasing trend in MPA and MDS (Figs. 4.3a and 4.3b). In addition, a smoother surface might 

have a steeper decreasing trend of MDS and MPA than a rougher surface. This is, DEM 

resolution or λL tended to have greater influences on the computations of MPA and MDS for the 

smoother surface. In summary, MDS and MPA followed a similar increasing/decreasing trend 

with an increase in λL, depending on surface microtopographic characteristics. The changing 

pattern of λL and MDS or MPA seemed to be relevant to the surface topographic features or 

roughness (λR). Using a coarser resolution DEM (higher λL), MDS and MPA could be 

underestimated for a random roughness surface due to the smoothing effect. 

Figs. 4.3c and 4.3d display obvious increasing/decreasing power law relationships 

between λL and HPMA or HPA. HPMA and HPA followed similar trends for different surfaces. 

Increasing patterns of HPMA and HPA can be observed for the two field plot surfaces S4-S5 

(Figs. 4.1d and 4.1e) and the three watershed surfaces S6-S8 (Figs. 4.1f – 4.1h). For the three 

small random roughness surfaces S1-S3 (Figs. 4.1a – 4.1c), however, both increasing and 

decreasing trends can be observed for HPMA and HPA (Figs. 4.3c and 4.3d). This also can be 

attributed to the smoothing effect from the data aggregation process when creating coarser 
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resolution DEMs (i.e., larger λL values). Thus, interpolation/aggregation of elevation data affects 

the DEM-based computations of HPMA and HPA. 

According to the delineation results, both NPL and NP had a decreasing power law 

relationship with λL (Figs. 4.3e and 4.3f). The average R2 values of NPL and NP for the eight 

surfaces were 0.88 and 0.99, respectively. The gradients of the fitted lines depended on the 

distributions of puddles and surface microtopography. Hence, NPL and NP of a surface were 

affected by DEM resolution or λL, in addition to the microtopographic characteristics of the 

surface.  

In conclusion, DEM resolution or dimensionless representation scale λL could 

significantly affect the geometric properties of surface depressions (e.g., size, depth, and shape), 

the number of puddles, and the complexity of puddle relationships. The changes in such 

topographic characteristics further altered hydrologic processes, such as surface depression 

storage, surface ponding, water retention, hydrologic connectivity, overland flow generation, and 

drainage patterns.  
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Fig. 4.3. Relationships of dimensionless DEM representation scale λL and puddle property 

parameters, including maximum depression storage MDS, maximum ponding area MPA, 

average of the maximum puddle depths HPM, average of the mean puddle depths HPA, number 

of puddle levels NPL, and number of puddles NP, for Surfaces S1 - S8 
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4.4.3. Relationships of surface depression property parameters 

Surface depression property parameters (e.g., CA, MPA, MDS, and HPM) are positively 

correlated with each other and have power law relationships (Ullah and Dickinson, 1979; 

Abedini et al., 2006). However, it is still unclear whether surface topographic characteristics (or 

roughness scale λR) and DEM resolution (or DEM representation scale λL) affect such 

relationships. In this study, we examined the CA-MPA, MDS-MPA, and MDS-HPM 

relationships for various DEM resolutions or λL values and four representative topographic 

surfaces S3 – S6 (S3: small-scale random roughness surface, S4-S5: smooth and rough field plot 

surfaces, and S6: watershed surface).  

As an example, Fig. 4.4 shows those relationships for Surface S3 plotted on a natural 

logarithm scale. A linear equation (i.e., power law relationship) could be fitted for all DEM 

resolutions (i.e., different λL values) for the CA-MPA, MDS-MPA, or MDS-HPM data set (Figs. 

4.4a, 4.4b, and 4.4c, respectively). This implied that DEM representation scale λL did not 

significantly affect the relationships of these depression parameters for a specific topographic 

surface. However, the fitted lines varied for different surfaces that had dissimilar topographic 

characteristics (i.e., different λR values). Table 4.2 shows the regression coefficients and R2 

values of the fitted CA-MPA, MDS-MPA, and MDS-HPM lines for Surfaces S3 – S6. The 

average R2 for the CA-MPA regression (R2 = 0.75) was smaller than those for the MDS-MPA 

and MDS-HPM lines (0.86 and 0.85, respectively) for all surfaces (S3 – S6). This can be 

attributed to the fact that MDS, MPA, and HPM directly measured the geometric properties of 

puddles, while CA was less relevant to the puddle geometric properties and more dependent on 

surface topographic characteristics (e.g., local slopes). MDS, MPA, and HPM respectively 

represented third-, second-, and first-order spatial variables. The average exponent of the CA-
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MPA power law relationships (i.e., slopes of the fitted lines) for Surfaces S3 – S6 was 0.75 (<1.0, 

Table 4.2), while the average exponents of the MDS-MPA and MDS-HPM power law 

relationships were 1.59 and 1.83, respectively (>1.0, Table 4.2).  

 
Fig. 4.4. Relationships of maximum ponding area MPA and contributing area CA, maximum 

ponding area MPA and maximum depression storage MDS, and mean puddle depth HPM and 

maximum depression storage MDS for Surfaces S3 (λR = 0.267) with various DEM resolutions 

or dimensionless λL values 
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Table 4.2. Regression coefficients of the linear equation Ln(y) = aLn(x) + Ln(b) for the CA-MPA, 

MDS-MPA, and MDS-HPM Power-Law relationships y = bxa for surfaces S3 - S6 

Relationship Surfaces Intercept Ln(b) Gradient a Coefficient of determination R2 

CA - MPA 

S3 2.391 0.719 0.863 

S4 2.834 0.743 0.725 

S5 2.574 0.798 0.731 

S6 4.680 0.720 0.671 

MDS - MPA 

S3 -3.103 1.551 0.882 

S4 -4.621 1.399 0.856 

S5 -5.388 1.687 0.939 

S6 -9.044 1.723 0.759 

MDS – HPM 

S3 3.703 1.871 0.810 

S4 5.604 1.832 0.826 

S5 6.360 2.080 0.915 

S6 10.588 1.518 0.832 

Note: CA = contributing area; MPA = maximum ponding area; MDS = maximum depression 

storage; and HPM = mean puddle depth. 

 

4.4.4. Frequency distribution of surface depression properties 

An attempt was first made to examine the distributions of MDS, MPA, CA, and HPM 

without the natural logarithm transformation for the four representative surfaces S3 – S6. It was 

found that these depression property parameters had extremely right-skewed distributions with a 

great amount of data points falling in the lowest class. The parameters then rapidly decreased, 

and finally decreased to the highest class. To better visualize and analyze the effects of DEM 

resolution (or λL) on the distributions of these parameters, natural logarithm transformation was 

performed. The plotted histograms of the parameters for Surfaces S3 – S6 with different DEM λL 

values were fitted by three models (Weibull, Gaussian, and Gamma). The goodness of fit tests, 

including the Kolmogorov-Smirnov D, Anderson-Darling, and Cramér-von Mises tests, were 

conducted and evaluated. Since the theoretical significance level value α was highly influenced 

by the sample size (in this study, the sample sizes were large with an average of 396), a 
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significance level α of 0.01 was selected to examine the p-value for assessing the goodness-of-fit 

tests. The p-values from the three tests for the puddle property parameters of the four surfaces 

indicated that MPA did not follow any of the three models and that the Weibull model was the 

best one among the three models that fitted the distributions of MDS, HPM, and CA for all the 

selected surfaces. Fig. 4.5 shows the fitted Weibull probability density function (pdf) curves of 

MDS, HPM, and CA for Surfaces S3 – S6 with different DEM resolutions or λL values. 

Significant differences can be observed in the distributions of MDS, HPM, and CA for 

various DEM resolutions or λL values (Fig. 4.5). For most puddle property parameters and 

surfaces, the peaks of the pdf curves shifted to the right (i.e., higher parameter values) as DEM 

resolution or λL increased (Fig. 4.5). With an increase in DEM resolution or λL, small puddles 

tended to be eliminated or combined due to the smoothing effect. These changes in puddles and 

their structures subsequently altered the MDS, HPM, and CA of individual puddles and their 

distributions. Consequently, with increasing DEM resolution, the range and skewness of the 

puddle property parameters decreased, and their mean and median values increased. For example, 

the range of MDS for Surface S3 decreased from 360.71 to 262.22 cm3 as λL increased from 0.1 

to 0.4; and the skewness decreased from 6.27 to 2.72. Thus, the distributions of MDS, HPM, and 

CA of a surface were determined by the surface microtopographic characteristics and highly 

influenced by DEM resolution or λL. 
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Fig. 4.5. Fitted Weibull pdf curves of maximum depression storage MDS, mean puddle depth 

HPM, and contributing area CA for Surfaces S3 (λR = 0.267), S4 (λR = 0.009), S5 (λR = 0.021), 

and S6 (λR = 0.006) with various DEM resolutions or dimensionless λL values 
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stores runoff water. The number of connected areas and their spatial variability depend on 

surface microtopography and DEM resolution. The connectivity property of a topographic 

surface affects a series of hydrologic and environmental processes such as overland flow trigging, 

infiltration, surface runoff, as well as solute and sediment transport. 

Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 show the spatial distributions and histograms of connected areas for 

Surface S8 (λR = 0.013) with λL values of 0.07, 0.14, 0.21, and 0.28. The influence of λL or DEM 

resolution on the spatial distributions of connected areas can be observed in Fig. 4.6. The 

histograms of connected areas of Surface S8 for different DEM λL values (Fig. 4.7) indicated that 

the number of connected areas remarkably decreased and the size of individual connected areas 

significantly increased with an increase in λL. For the DEM with a λL value of 0.07 (highest 

resolution), there were 926 connected areas with an average area of 5.23×104 m2 (Fig. 4.6a). As 

λL increased from 0.07 to 0.14, 0.21, and 0.28, the number of connected areas deceased to 439, 

269, and 164, respectively, and the average of connected areas increased to 1.11×105, 1.83×105, 

and 3.03×105 m2, respectively. That is, a coarser resolution DEM (a greater λL) tended to 

“artificially” increase the structural hydrologic connectivity of a topographic surface. 

  
Fig. 4.6. Spatial distributions of structural hydrologic connectivity of Surface S8 for four 

different DEM resolutions or dimensionless λL values 

(a) λL = 0.07 (b) λL = 0.14 (c) λL = 0.21 (d) λL = 0.28 

(× 104 m2) 
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A connected area has the potential to connect with other connected areas during the 

rainfall-runoff process. Such potential connections are determined by surface depression 

properties, such as the hierarchical relationships of puddles and the spatial and temporal 

distributions of rainfall. DEM resolution or λL affects these potential connectivity relationships. 

Hence, it is important to characterize the properties of connected areas and their 

formation/evolution so as to better understand and quantify the dynamic hydrologic processes 

under the influence of surface microtopography. 

  
Fig. 4.7. Number of connected areas NCA vs. area of connected areas (AC) for Surface S8 with 

four different DEM resolutions or dimensionless λL values 

 

4.4.5.2. Functional hydrologic connectivity for a surface with different resolutions 

Fig. 4.8 shows the formation/evolution of connected areas at t = 1 hr and t = 20 hr for 

Surface S8 with the four different DEM resolutions or λL values. The distributions of connected 

areas changed as λL increased from 0.07 to 0.14, 0.21, and 0.28 for the two time points (Fig. 4.8). 

At t = 1 hr, the number of connected areas was 184 for λL = 0.07. It decreased to 162, 141, and 

95 for λL = 0.14, 0.21, and 0.28, respectively. The average sizes of connected areas at t = 1 hr  

were 2.56×105, 3.02×105, 3.49×105, and 5.23×105 m2 for λL values of 0.07, 0.14, 0.21, and 0.28, 
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eventually approached to the final stage, at which most areas were well connected to the system 

boundary or outlet (Figs. 4.8g – 4.8h). At either time, 1 hr or 20 hr, the majority of connected 

areas of Surface S8 with different DEM resolutions or λL values showed similar shapes and 

distribution patterns, implying a similar development process of hydrologic connectivity (Figs. 

4.8a – 4.8d or Figs. 4.8e – 4.8h). However, numerous local differences in the shape and 

distribution of connected areas existed (Fig. 4.8) due to the changes in surface elevations and 

puddle organizations (i.e., puddles and their relationships) resulting from the differences in DEM 

resolutions or λL values. Thus, under the same rainfall condition, a topographic surface with 

different DEM resolutions or λL values could have localized dissimilarities in hydrologic 

connectivity, flow drainage patterns, and other hydrologic properties. 

Fig. 4.9 shows the temporal changes in the number and percentage of connected areas of 

Surface S8 for the four different λL values or DEM resolutions. The number of connected areas 

decreased and the percentage of connected areas increased with time for all λL values (Figs. 4.9a 

and 4.9b). The number of connected areas decreased dramatically before t = 2.5 hr for S8 with 

various DEM resolutions or λL values, and then leveled off (Fig. 4.9a). The average decreasing 

rate of the number of connected areas decreased from 150 hr-1 (before 2.5 hr) to 14 hr-1 (after 2.5 

hr). This can be attributed to the fact that most small puddles were fully filled within a short time 

period and the corresponding areas merged with larger connected areas at the beginning of the 

rainfall-runoff process. Similarly, the percentage of connected areas increased significantly prior 

to t = 2.5 hr. Beyond t = 2.5 hr, an increase in the percentage of connected areas continued for 

larger λL values (e.g., 0.21 and 0.28) (Fig. 4.9b) since a coarser DEM surface had fewer, larger 

depressions and the puddle-filling-connecting processes took more time (Fig. 4.9b). Thus, DEM 

resolution or λL had significant effects on the formation/evolution of connected areas, especially 
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at the early stage of the rainfall-runoff process. A coarser resolution DEM or higher λL tended to 

delay the completion of the puddle filling-spilling-merging processes. The formation/evolution 

of connected areas did reflect the dynamic changes in hydrologic connectivity properties of a 

microtopographic surface for a specific system input (e.g., rainfall). 

  
Fig. 4.8. Functional hydrologic connectivity of Surface S8 for four different DEM resolutions or 

dimensionless λL values at t = 1 hr and t = 20 hr 

 

(a) λL = 0.07 (b) λL = 0.14 (c) λL = 0.21 (d) λL = 0.28 

t = 1 hr 

(e) λL = 0.07 (f) λL = 0.14 (g) λL = 0.21 

t = 20 hr 

(h) λL = 0.28 

(× 104 m2) 
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Fig. 4.9. Hydrologic connectivity developing curves (number of connected areas NCA and 

percentage of average connected areas PCA vs. time for Surface S8 (λR = 0.013) for four 

different DEM resolutions or dimensionless λL values 

 

In addition to spatially mapping the evolution of connected areas for surfaces with 

various DEM resolutions and visualizing the changes in hydrologic connectivity, simplified 

hydrograph is another essential indicator of FHC, which quantifies the response of a hydrologic 

system to rainfall input. Fig. 4.10 shows the simplified hydrographs simulated for Surfaces S3, 

S5, S6, and S8 with various DEM resolutions or λL values. The simplified hydrographs exhibited 

different changing patterns for different surfaces and λL values, implying that the simplified 

hydrographs were highly influenced by surface microtopographic characteristics (different 

surfaces) and DEM resolutions (different λL values). Stepwise increases in the simplified 

hydrographs can be observed for the four surfaces (Fig. 4.10), which can be attributed to the 

developing process of hydrologic connectivity (i.e., puddle filling-merging-spilling-connecting 

process, and the subsequent expansion of connected areas) and the associated threshold-driven 

overland flow processes. 
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Fig. 4.10. Ratio of discharge to rainfall input rQ-P vs. cumulative rainfall CP or normalized 

cumulative rainfall rCP-MDS for Surfaces S3, S5, S6, and S8 with various λL values 
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reached the steady state earlier for the random roughness surface S3 (λR = 0.267) with a larger λL 

value or coarser DEM resolution (Fig. 4.10a1); (2) an increase in λL had less effects on 

simplified hydrographs for the field rough surface S5 (λR = 0.021) (Fig. 4.10b1); and (3) for the 

watershed surfaces S6 (λR = 0.006) and S8 (λR = 0.013), the simplified hydrographs increased 

rapidly and reached the steady state earlier for a smaller λL value (Figs. 4.10c1 and 4.10d1). 

These effects can be mainly attributed to two factors: changes in surface MDS and changes in 

puddle organization. MDS may increase or decrease with increasing λL (Fig. 4.3). Under the 

same rainfall condition, the surfaces with higher λL values had less water stored in surface 

depressions and hence produced more surface runoff (e.g., S1, S2, and S3), and vice versa (e.g., 

S6, S7, and S8). The alteration in puddle organization included the changes in puddle 

relationships and elimination of puddles due to the smoothing effect from the aggregation 

processing of DEM data (from fine to coarse resolutions).  

Different topographic surfaces exhibited dissimilar properties of hydrologic connectivity 

for the same rainfall condition (Figs. 4.10a1, 4.10b1, 4.10c1, and 4.10d1). To further compare 

the functional connectivity properties for surfaces of different areas and MDS, we normalized 

cumulative rainfall CP by MDS (i.e., we considered the same magnitude level of MDS for 

different DEM resolutions) and expressed simplified hydrograph as a function of dimensionless 

rCP-MDS (ratio of CP to MDS) and rQ-P (ratio of discharge to rainfall) (Figs. 4.10a2, 4.10b2, 4.10c2, 

and 4.10d2). In this way, the simplified hydrographs also highlighted the influences from the 

changes in puddle organization. Comparison of the two simplified hydrographs for each surface 

(e.g., Figs. 4.10a1 and 4.10a2 for S3) revealed how the two factors (i.e., changes in MDS and 

changes in puddle organization) affected hydrologic connectivity. Changes in surface MDS 

seemed to play a more important role in hydrologic connectivity for Surfaces S3 and S6 (Figs. 
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4.10a1 and 4.10a2 and Figs. 4.10c1 and 4.10c2, respectively) than the second factor (changes in 

puddle organization). Both factors did not show significant effects for Surface S5 (Figs. 4.10b1 

and 4.10b2). 

Compared with Surfaces S3, S6, and S8, Surface S5 had less percent change in MDS 

with an increase in DEM resolution or λL, and the coefficient of variation (CV) of MDS for 

Surface S5 from different DEM resolutions or λL values was 0.05, which was much smaller than 

those for Surfaces S3, S6, and S8 (CV = 0.32, 0.43, and 0.16, respectively). In addition, Surface 

S5 was dominated by few big puddles. During a rainfall event, local hydrologic connectivity 

within these big puddles occurred. However, such local connected areas did not make any 

contribution to the outlet flow (i.e., simplified hydrograph) until the localized puddle system 

reached its overflow threshold. Such major threshold behaviors for S5 (stepwise increases) can 

be observed in Figs. 4.10b1 and 4.10b2. Thus, changes in MDS from different resolutions or λL 

values of a surface could significantly affect its simplified hydrograph. 

In summary, surfaces with various DEM resolutions or λL values had different hydrologic 

connectivity properties or dissimilar simplified hydrographs, which could be attributed to two 

factors: changes in MDS and changes in puddle organization. The former seemed to play a more 

important role in simplified hydrographs for varying DEM resolutions or dimensionless 

representation scale λL values. Using DEMs of a coarser resolution or a higher λL might result in 

overestimation of the simplified hydrograph for surfaces characterized by numerous small 

depressions (e.g., Surfaces S1 – S3 with small scale, randomly distributed depressions). 

4.5. Conclusions 

A puddle delineation program was used in this study to delineate puddles and calculate 

surface depression property parameters. A group of surfaces of varying topographic 
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characteristics were selected for evaluating the effects of DEM resolution or dimensionless 

representation scale λL on depression properties and the relationships and distributions of 

different depression property parameters. Furthermore, a P2P conceptual model was utilized to 

examine the effects of λL on structural and functional hydrologic connectivity. Based on the 

current studies, following conclusions have been reached: 

DEM resolution or λL significantly influenced the spatial distributions of puddles, their 

hierarchical relationships, and the drainage patterns. The maximum depression storage MDS, 

maximum ponding area MPA, and the average of maximum/mean puddle depths HPMA/HPA 

varied with λL, depending on surface microtopographic characteristics. The number of puddles 

NP and the number of puddle levels NPL decreased with increasing λL. 

The CA-MPA, MDS-MPA, and MDS-HPM relationships followed a power law function 

for surfaces with various DEM resolutions or λL values. λL did not show significant influences on 

the relationships of these depression property parameters, which were primarily determined by 

surface microtopographic characteristics, i.e., vertical roughness scale λR. 

DEM resolution or λL significantly influenced structural hydrologic connectivity. With 

increasing λL, the number of connected areas decreased while the total connected area increased. 

Simplified hydrographs were characterized with a series of stepwise increases, due to the 

threshold behavior of overland flow determined by the complexity in surface microtopography. 

It appeared that DEM resolution or λL had greater effects on simplified hydrographs for surfaces 

featuring numerous small-scale depressions.  

DEM resolution or λL had remarkable effects on the development of functional 

hydrologic connectivity, especially at the early stage of the rainfall-runoff process.  
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In the current study, two unique dimensionless parameters λL and λR, which respectively 

represented horizontal DEM scale and vertical topographic variability or surface roughness, were 

proposed and utilized for examining the DEM resolution effects on depression properties and 

hydrologic connectivity based on a limited number of surfaces. Although the selected surfaces 

did cover different spatial scales (small laboratory surfaces, field plots, and watersheds) and 

various topographic features, more in-depth studies and extensive statistical analyses for a wide 

range of real-world land surfaces (including infiltrating soil surfaces) should be conducted in the 

future, which would improve the understanding of the scale-dependent hydrotopographic 

processes and enhance the practical applicability of the developed methodologies.  
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CHAPTER 5. OVERALL CONCLUSIONS 

Surface microtopography is one of the critical factors that affect hydrologic processes. 

Under the influence of surface depressions, overland flow is featured with spatio-temporal 

discontinuity and variability. It has been a challenge to physically simulate topography-

dominated overland flow and infiltration processes. In this study, a topography-dominated 

puddle-to-puddle (P2P) overland flow model was developed, which explicitly incorporated 

surface depressions and accounted for their hydrologic roles. The P2P model was a physically-

based overland flow model coupled with an infiltration and unsaturated flow model for 

simulating the real microtopography-controlled P2P filling-spilling-merging-splitting overland 

flow dynamics, infiltration, and unsaturated flow in heterogeneous soils under any spatio-

temporally varying rainfall conditions. The developed P2P model can be used to improve the 

understanding of the mechanism of discontinuity and variability of overland flow generation 

process, e.g., how do the depressions on topographic surfaces affect the rainfall partitioning and 

influence the runoff generation? This model also can be applied to investigate the complexity 

and dynamic of the threshold behaviors of hydrologic systems and analyze depression 

storage/runoff/infiltration relationships for overland flow generation and infiltration processes. 

In this study, a concept of “puddle-to-puddle hydrologic connectivity” was proposed to 

describe the variability, dynamics, and complexity of overland flow generation process. Two 

hydrologic connectivity indices, connectivity function and connectivity length, were proposed to 

quantify scale-dependent and time-varying hydrologically connected areas and ponded areas. 

The results showed that the two indices were capable of quantifying both structural and 

functional hydrologic connectivity for surfaces with various topographic characteristics and 

serving as a linkage to bridge the gaps between structural and functional hydrologic connectivity. 
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The two proposed indices quantified the spatio-temporal variations in hydrologic connectivity 

and revealed the dynamic threshold behaviors of overland flow generation for microtopography-

dominated hydrologic systems. Efforts have also been devoted to evaluate the effects of DEM 

resolution, surface topography, rainfall distribution, and surface slope on hydrologic 

connectivity. It was found that for topographic surfaces, hydrologic connectivity varied at 

different stages of the overland flow generation processes, depending on the puddle organization. 

Rainfall distribution had significant effects on the development of hydrologic connectivity and 

the behaviors of the dynamic P2P overland flow processes. 

Furthermore, efforts have been devoted to investigate two unique dimensionless 

parameters λL and λR (i.e., horizontal DEM scale and vertical topographic variability or surface 

roughness) on the effects of depression properties and hydrologic connectivity. It was found that 

λL had remarkable effects on the structural hydrologic connectivity and the development of 

functional hydrologic connectivity, especially at the early stage of the rainfall-runoff process. 

DEM resolution or λL significantly influenced the spatial distributions of puddles, their 

hierarchical relationships, and the flow drainage patterns. 

 


